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FOREWORD

This report is one of a series produced by the National Center for Improving Science

Education. The Center's mission is to promote changes in state and local policies and

practices in the science curriculum, in science teaching, and in the assessment of student
learning in science. To fulfill its mission, the Center develops practical resources for

policymakers and practitioners by synthesizing and translating the findings,

recommendations, and perspectives found in recent and forthcoming studies and reports.
By bridging the gaps between research, practice, and policy, the Center's work is

intended to promote cooperation and collaboration among organizations, institutions,

and individuals who arc committed to improving science education.

The synthesis on curriculum and instruction herein was de:ived with the help of the

study panel, whose members are listed in the front of this report. We gratefully

acknowledge the help provided by th,-; many who have supplied materials, offered

recommendations, and made suggestions for this report. Although the list is too lung to
acknowledge each contribution individually, we arc indebted to Sharon Smit for her
early work preparing materials for study panel members, and to Deborah Hannigan for
her review and synthesis of the study panel reports. We acknowledge the work of

Barbara Brandt, who pulled the numerous pieces of this report together, Yvonne Wise,

who improved the report by pointing out errors and inconsistencies, and Robc;t Warren,

who edited the report and drafted the executive summary. We gratefully appreciate

Frances Lawrenz of the University of Minnesota, who acted as an outside evaluator of
the report, for her critical comments. Special acknowledgements are also due to the

support center's monitors at the U.. Department of Education: John Taylor and Wanda
Chambers.

Two other panels have produced companion reports on assesment and on teachers and
teaching. A summary report integrating all three documents will be prepared and will
be available from the Center. This integrative report will be supplemented by

implementation guides for state and district policymkers and practitioners and by



guidelines especially tailored for additional audiences, including teachers, principals,

school hoards, parents, and teacher educators.

The Center a partnership between The NETWORK, Inc., of Andover, Massachusetts,

and the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) of Colorado Springs, Colorado, is

funded by the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Educational Research and

Improvement. Members of the Center's Advisory Board are listed in the frcnt of this

report. For copies of this report, or further information on the Center's work, please

contact Senta Raizen, Director, National Center for Improving Scicncc Education, 1920

L Strcct, Suite 202, Washington, D.C. 20036, or Susan Loucks-Horsley, Associate

Director, National Ccntcr for Improving Science Education, The NETWORK, Inc., 290

South Main Strcct, Andover, Massachusetts 01810.
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PREFACE

Reports on contemporary education have proclaimed the need for change. have

presented the purposes of education, and have provided the justifications for reform.

For the most part, recommendations from these reports are general statements that the

public and educators alike support. Often study panels, college professors and

educational consultants have identified problems and made recommendations with the

expectation that the education community would quickly and easily recognize the need

to change, and subsequently, begin to change. The expectation is logical and workable,

but unfortunately, the gap is too large between statements of nee pw poses and changes

in school programs and teaching practices. There is need for an intermediate step that
can be thought of as a series of policies, or general plans that will help direo decisions

and actions. These policies arc more specific than broadly stated purposes.

This report is a policy statement for science curriculum and instruction in elementary

schools. Because this report's focus is on science education in elementary schools. it Is

more concrete than other national reports. It would be inappropriate, how c\ er. to go

from this report directly to schools and classrooms. Just as the study panel that

prepared the report went through a process of reiewing the data and translating the
data into a policy statement, so too must those who use the report consider the unique

aspects of school districts, teachers, and students.

The study panel's directive was to concentrate on curriculum and instruction. he panel,

however, is fully aware of Garrett I laahn's admonition for human ecolog\--)inn can't do
Gnly one thing. In the context of this report, educators must not only change the

curriculum and their instruction, they must also consider assessment, materials.

equipment, teacher education, and staff development, --to mention only a few issues.

The study panel has done its best to bring educational reform in science Ditylams lin
elementary schools one step closer to reality. Rut, the final translation is per haps the



most difficult actually changing extant progran-s and practices. Difficult as Oh, is, the

final step is making reform a reality.

Study Panel on Curriculum and Instruction
National Center fcy Improving Science Educatie

l',
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Science proposes explanations for that which is observable, whereas technology proposes

solutions for problems of human adaptation to the environment. These arc the

distinctions the panelists make between science and technology, a distinction that

elementary school students need not explicitly understand, but rather a distinction that

they should tacitly understand. Once the children begin to perceive these differe

they are well on their way to taking control of their lives and functioning productively in

a scientific and technologic society. It is to this end that the panelists have designed two

frameworks, one for curriculum, and one for instruction. How these two frameworks

should be used, where they should be used, and why they should be used are the
subjects of this report.

Technology is one of the more unique features of the panel's curriculum and

instructional frameworks. Existing programs seldom present technology as a topic

worthy of study itself, and, when it is presented, it is usually defined as the application of

scientific knowledge, which is less than correct. Technology is more than an applied

science, and it is more than a method. Indeed, technology is a process whose endpoint

is the solution to a problem. This solution can take many forms, because inevitably

there arc many objectives, requirements, constraints variables. These variables drive our

modern technologic society, yet they are never presented within elementary school

curricula. The panel redresses this omission in its curriculum and instructional

frameworks.

Science, like technology, is often misrepresented. Many existing curricula present

science as a body of knowledge, and only secondarily do these programs present science

as a process for establishing new knowledge. r undamentally, science is a method by

which we construct rational explanations for events in the natural world that, at first,

might seem incomprehensible, but through study and research become predictable, even

manipulable. These explanations are always tentative, they continue to evolve, and it is

this understanding of science that the panel's curriculum and instructional framework,

attempt to convey..

13



Of course, one-iine definitions do not sufficiently explain the relationships between

science and technology. Although science and technology are differing enterprises, they

are inextricably pound, one to the other, and they, in turn, are inextricably bound to

modern society. It is incumbent upon the citizen to make informed decisions and to

realize that for every technologic application there are trade-offs, and that along with

scientific understanding comes responsibility. One purpose of the panel's curriculum and

instructional frameworks is to lay the foundation for a technologically and scientifically

informed citizenry.

Developing these basic attitudes toward and understandings of science and technology'

will not be easy, and these goals can only be accomplished through the realization of yet

other goals. The students must develop a basic vocabulary and knowledge, without

having their natural curiosity stifled by "rote learning." They must broaden their

investigative and problem-solving skills and learn how to make informed decisions.

Finally, they must develop an understanding of the limits and possibilities of science and

technology.

The curriculum framework presented in this report is straightforward. The curriculum

should consist of hands-on activities, each of which should relate to the students' world.

Further, the students should dc-,,clop their scientific and technologic concepts and skills

within a personal and social context. Rather than skimming a great many concepts, the

students will be able to study a few concepts in great depth. The panel recommends a

constructivist approach, which means the students should he able to construct their

concepts and skills through a variety of experiences. Finally, the curriculum framework

gives opportunitics and a context for the stuaents to hone their reading, writing,

speaking, and mathematical skiils.

The foundation of a curriculum fr-bmeN;prk should be its organizing concepts. Five

criteria constitute the "filter" for this curriculum's organizing concepts. The c ncepts

must not only -apply to science and technology, but they must have applications beyond

VI
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science and technology. They must accommodate different developmental levels and

apply to each child's personal life. Most important, the organizing concepts must

provide powerful explanations.

The panel identified nine major concepts which they betide should be the core of an

elementary scicncc program:

Organization (or orderliness)

Cause and effect

Systems

Scale

Models

Change

Structure or function

Discontinuous and continuous properties (variations)

Diversity

latitudes are also a keystone of the curriculum framework. The students should be

skeptical, yet desire knowledge. They should accept ambiguity, and subsequently be

willing to modify their explanations. Honesty, a reliance on data, and respect for reason

are also important, as is working cooperatively with others.

When designing the instructional framework, the panelists made sacral assumptions that

directly affect how teachers should teaca scicncc in the classroom. Somc educators

assume that a student's learning develops from the sequential acquisition of skills and

bits of information. In practice, these educators attempt to teach science by transmitting

definitions, terminology, and facts to students who passively receive this information.

This approach has clearly failed to provide American students with an adequate

background in scicncc--a background that they can apply in a variety of non-school

settings. Therefore, the panelists have incorporated a constructivist approach into the
framework Constructivism assumes that students actively learn through hands-on

VII
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experiences; constructivitm also postulates that the students ar; constantly constructiog

their world view.

Because of its constructiist approach, the instructional framework has linkages to three

related idea.: 'prior knowledge, student learning styles, and concentration of teaching on

depth and uadirmanding, rather than on breadth of coverage and knowledge of

vocabulary. 'These linkages affect the teac.ier's role in many ways. A student develops a

meaningful understanding of a concept only when it is presented in a familiar context.

That is why it is important for a teacner to determine what a student's prior knowledge

is, and then .ielp the student to link the new concept to the prior knowledge. Just as an

effect presupposes a cause, how to present a concept in a familiar context presupposes a

need to address learning styles. No two students have exactly the sac approach to

leaning One student may have a sequential learning style, while another has a global

approach. Further, a teacher might present information through several modes: tactile,

visual, or auditory. No matter which learning style a student might prefer, it will take

time for the student to assimilate a new concept and develop a useful understanding of

it. This suggests that a student should pursue a theme or topic in depth Therefore, a

theme or topic might span several weeks or more. Prior knowledge, student learning

styles, and concentration of teaching on depth and understanding, then, all require the

teacher to take on a new role--that of facilitator.

A facilitator does not provide expert knowledge, rather, a facilitator manages the

students' learning. Facilitators model the qualities they wish to encourage in their

students by showing curiosity, awe, and enthusiasm. On an altogether different level,

they are strategists who determine whether to use competitive activities, individual work,

or cooperative groups.

Teachers have yet another important role to fill--that of assessor. Through assessment a

teacher is provided with valuable information on how to increase learning. Assessment

helps the teacher determine a student's prior knowledge. The assessment data also

VIII
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helps a teacher establish what the students have learned and motivates the students to

attend to the assigned materials.

In addition to defining new roles for teachers, the panel's instructional framework

incorporates a four-stage teaching model. Each stage of the model is characteristic of

the approach science and technology professionals take when they learn and apply new

skills. The model begins with the invitation, which is a question about the natural world

(science) or a problem in human adaptation (technology). The second stage is

exploration, in which the students observe, collect data, organize information, and think

of additional experiments they might try. The third stage is &planation, in which the

students begin to construct their new view of the concept by integrating their preexisting

conceptions with the new information. The fourth stage is taking action, in which the

students demonstrate that they have truly integrated the information with their existing

network of concepts.

The panel's instructional framework makes heavy demands upon teachers. How can
they

manage all the innovations? The panel recommends three changes in teachers'

development that should solve this problem. In preservice development, the panel

recommends that a teacher major in a discipline. A teacher should take coursework in

one or more sciences, as well as in child learning and development. The middle phase

of a teacher's development should focus on guidance and feedback in situations that

gradually change from "ideal,"one-child, low constraint to real classroom situations At

this point the teacher should also attend to developing a repertoire of teaching strategies

and to integrating theoretical constructions into a real classroom. Finally, the later

phase of development should concentrate on developing a teacher's scientific knowledge

and providing the teacher with an environment in which new knowledge is supported

and renewed.

In summary, the curriculum and instructional frameworks presented in this report are

new, innovative, yet based on sound research. They introduce into the classroom science

ix
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and technology as the two disciplines are practiced in modern society. This new

approach requires elementary school teachers to fulfill new roles and assume new

responsibilities. New support structures for teachers must be built, and administrators

and teachers alike must be willing to put forth extra effort to implement the frameworks.

Despite the difficulties, the rewards will be great: a scientifically and technologically

literate citizenry adequately prepared to take its place in the twenty-first century.

x
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I. INTRODUCTION

The following is a scenario on a new approach to teaching science. The classroom unit

on seeds takes place over several weeks.

A Science Classroom: An Interdisciplinary Approach

"How do seeds live? Can seeds grxv way, way deep in the ocean and make seaweed?" "How do
seeds get inside of watermelons?" "Hey! How do they make watermelons without seeds in them?
How do seeds grow plants?" These are some of the many questions asked by Ms Lopez's seconc!
graders.

Today, seeds are the topic. As the students are thinking about the origin of seeds, Ms. Lopez
writes down their questions on a piece of oak-tag titled: "Questions We Have About Seeds."
Another chart titled "What We Know About Seeds" contains such statements as "Seeds grow in
gardens," "You can eat sunflower seeds," and "Carrots don't have seeds." Ms. Lopez refers to these
charts constantly. She encourages the children to ask questions, and site guides the children as
they form their concepts and change their beliefs. She uses their questions and comments to decide
whether the children are ready for a "seed walk"

The next morning all the students go to a nearby field and collect seeds. Each student, besides
carrying a collection bag wears a large wool sonic, used for collecting seeds, over one shoe and
pulled up to the knee. After returning from the walk, each stud,rzt selects one seed to study
carefully with a hand lens. They observe what the seed looks, feels, and smells like, and guessing
how it might travel. Then each child makes a presentation to the class, which is gathered in a
meeting circle. By taping the seed specimens onto a chart, the teacher keeps track of the different
seeds the class discusses. After the students tally how many of each seed they found, they graph
their results.

That evening, after the seed walk, Ms. Lopez reflects on the differences in the children's
understandings of the structure and function of seeds. She notes which children easily made
observations and which ones had difficulty, which children made more obvious or more creative
responses, and which children seemed comfortable or ancomf- rtable using the lens for examining
their seeds. While planning the next day's activities, Ms. Lopez consults her notes and places the
children in groups that will prompt and challenge each student.

The next day, some groups choose to count the seeds that came back on their socks and then plant
the seeds in large, self-sealing plastic bags and water; the groups then set the plastic bags and seeds
near the windows. In the days that follow, the groups will observe the germination process carefully
and compare the total number of seeds with the number that sprouted by making "ratio" graphs
and by writing corresponding sentences. Ms. Lopez invites other children to compare sizes of seeds;
she asks them to outline the seeds on graph paper and then count the number of graph squares
that each seed covers. The students discover that there is a great diversity of sizes and shapes in
different seeds and that the same kind of seed varies in size and shape.

9



Still other groups choose to continue working on their "seed journals," which Ms. Lopez requires al'
the students to keep. The children either paste in or draw the specimen and then write about three
seeds of their choice, including observations shared earlier in the meeting circle. Because students
of this age ha,.e a range of writing capabilities, Ms. Lopez meets with each child and discusses that
individual's observations and writing. She uses both the journal entries and group presentations to
monitor their understanding of diversity, cycles, and other major scientific concepts.

Ms. Lopez's class spends most of the day working on the concepts of diversity and cycles. She
incorporates writing, math, and inquiry -based science activities into the program. The children will
also have to write a story about how a Native American girl uses seeds and plants, compose a
garden song; and complete additional writing and mathematical assignments.

In successive lessons, Ms. Lopez will call groups together and ask several activity-related questions,
the answers to which should be based on the students' explorations. As she records the students'
responses, Ms. Lopez will ask the children to clarify their answers. Eventually, she will introduce
new vocabulary words and information that will help the students develop scientific concepts. A
few of the children may be unsure about the new information; they will need more time for
discussion and additional testing of their ideas before the new information becomes a part of their
personal understanding of seeds. For instance, last year when they were taught this unit, several
youngsters insisted that the lima bean embryos they had discovered inside the seeds would grow into
lima bean plants without the seed halves attached. They were convinced that the embryos could
"eat" the soil and water and grow into adult lima bean plants. Through careful questioning, Ms.
Lopez was able to guide these children to design a test of their beliefs. Size found that these
children changed their point of view after they conducted tile investigation and that they now had
additional questions.

After her students have studied seeds for several weeks, Ms. Lopez recognizes that they have learned
a great deal about diversity, life cycles, structure, and function. The children become adept
observers; they have learned to ask each other and Ms. Lopez about these developing concepts.
Ms. Lopez knows they will soon be ready to apply their new knowledge and skills to other science
areas. With her class, size will return to the original questions and the children's answers for them.
She will point out how much they have learned. The children will, as a group, write and produce
a booklet on how to plant seeds and care for the seedlings. Ms. Lopez will keep notes on the
progress of each child and the class as a whole. L'er notes will then become the source material
that will enable her to make more formal assessments for report cards, in conferences with parents,
and--for the class as a wholeto Mr. Sandowski, Mc third grade teacher.

Is this scenario representative of science taught in today's elementary classroom? At

first glance, the unit lesson may seem characteristic of a typical classroom lesson.

Unfortunately, closer inspection of the lesson and careful comparison with data about

science education in elementary schools reveal that Ms. Lopez's unit on seeds is an

2
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[
uncommon approach to teaching science in elementary schools. The teacher-directed

activities are "hands on", student oriented. Ms. Lopez carefully orchestrated the class

activities and sequence of the lessons.

The lesson began with students' questions about the natural world. The students were

mentally engaged in the activity; they had a personal invitation to study science. Ms.

Lopez recorded the students' questions and current knowledge. She began the lesson

with the origin of scientific investigation- -a question about the natural world. This

introduction to the lesson allowed Ms. TGpez unobtrusively and uncritically to assess the

students' current knowledge and to capitalize on their intereFfs. From this assessment,

she helped the students develop a meaningful understanding of a few scientific ideas.

First there was an invitation to learn, then the students' explorations and discoveries,

then students' explanations. Throughout the instructional sequence, Ms. Lopez

monitored the students' development of concepts and skills, assessed their progress,

and accordingly adjusted her teaching strategies.

Although the lesson was about seeds, Ms. Lopez used the experiences to introduce

diversity, variation, and cycles, all three of which are important scientific ideas. She

taught vocabulary, for example, by relating it to botanical plant names or to seed parts.

The lesson extended over several days and focused on major concepts, an approach

that encouraged depth of study within a breadth of topics, for example, describing the

uses of various plants, diseases, and the development of agriculture. Ms. Lopez also

integrated science with the other basics of elementary education reading, writing, and

mathematics.



The Current Situation in Science Classrooms

The following discussion points out the unusual qualities of the lesson Ms. Lopez taught

and introduces the panel's recommendations, in the context of the classroom described

in the scenario. How does this example compare with elementary school programs and

practices? The amount of time allotted to science and the effective integration of

science with other subjects reveal why Ms. Lopez's teaching is uncommon. Although

research has shown that children learn most effectively through hands-on science, and

principals agree with these findings, many teachers do not use this approach.

The 1985-86 National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education collected data

from teachers and principals about elementary school science programs (Weiss, 1987).

Also, available data are from a similar survey ipleted in 1977 (Weiss, 1978). Table

1 shows the average number of minutes spent in K-3 and 4 through 6 grade science

instruction in both 1977 and 1985-86 (Weiss, 1987).

TABLE 1

AVERAGE NUMBER OF MINUTES PER DAY SPENT
ON SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

1977 1985-86
Grade Range Minutes Minutes

K-3 19 19

4 - 6 35 38

For comparison, teachers were asked to indicate the amount of time spent teaching

other subjects. In order from greatest to least amount of time, the teachers indicated

reading, mathematics, :ocial studies, and science.

4
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That teachers are satisfied with the textbooks and depend on them presents a

significant obstacle to reforming elementary school science programs. Table 2 shows

that teachers use textbooks for instruction in elementary science.

TABLE 2

USE OF PUBLISHED TEXTBOOKS IN SCIENCE

1977 1985-86
Grade range Percent of Classes Percent of Classes

K-3 63 69

4-6 90 89

The percentage of teachers who use textbooks has changed little over the nine years

between the two surveys. Teaches have also indicated that the quality of their

textbooks has not been a significant problem. A majority of K-6 teachers indicated that

the textbooks were clearly written, well organized, and interesting. These programs, the

teachers said, developed problem-solving skills, clearly explained concepts, and had an

appropriate reading level (Weiss, 1987). Teaching science as Ms. Lopez does is not

like the teaching norm, which is oriented to textbooks. The panel is critical of the

textbook orientation and believes that the most widely used books superficially cover

too many concepts, concentrate onl; on vocabulary, and underplay hands-on instruction.

What do teachers emphasize in their objectives and activities? Table 3 lists the

objectives that receive greatest emphasis in K-6 science.

5
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TABLE 3

OBJECTIVES OF SCIENCE INSTRUCTION
IN ELEMENTARY SCIENCE

Objectives Percent of classes with heavy emphasis

Become aware of the information
of science in daily life 68

Learn basic science concepts 67

Develop inquiry skills 55

Become interested in science 54

Develop a systematic approach to
problem solving

48

Learn to effectively communicate
ideas in science

45

Prepare for further study in science 42

Although these objectives are generally congruent with these objectives stated in

textbooks, the actual programs often do not develop them. For example, there is often

little attempt to develop inquiry skills or to develop a systematic approach to problem

solving.

Teachers who participated in the 1985-86 survey were asked to indicate class artivities

that took place during their most recent science lesson. Table 4 shows the results.
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PERCENTAGE OF K-6 SCIENCE CLASSES PARTICIPATING
IN VARIOUS ACTIVITIES IN MOST RECENT SCIENCE LESSON

Activity Percent

Discussion 87

Lecture 74

Demonstrations 52

Students use hands-on manipulative, or
laboratory materials 51

38Students complete supplemented worksheets

Students work in small groups

Students do seat work assigned
from textbooks

33

31

Comparing these activities to those in Ms. Lopez's class demonstrates the differences

between the general orientation presented in this report and current curriculum and

instruction. One of the more discouraging findings of the 1985-86 survey was that since

the 1977 survey, hands-on activities have decreased by 10 percent in grades K-3 and by

nine percent in grades 4 through 6. Lecturing has increased by 11 percent in K-3 and

nine percent in grades 4 through 6. Them. trends arr strangely at odds with the

opinions of teachers and principals about hands-on science instruction. Sixty-six percent

of K-6 teachers and 76 percent of K-6 principals think that laboratory-based science

classes are more effective. At the K-6 level, 89 percent of teachers and 92 percent of

principals strongly disagree with the statement that hands-on science experiences are not

worth the time and expense (Weiss, 1987). Many of these data are corroborated by

7
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findings of the National Assessment of Eri :rational Progress (NAEP) report The Science

Report Card (Mullis and Jenkins, 1988).

At first the panel was pessimistic about the results of the national survey and NAEP

report. Then, the panel was puzzled by the discrepancy between what teachers report

they ought to do and whet they actually do. In the end, the panel decided to use the

disc.epancy as a twofold opportunity to construct a new vision for science in the

elementary school and to describe concrete recommendations for curriculum and

instruction. The panelists realize that elementary teachers have many tasks and

priorities, and that teaching science by using a textbook is efficient; it complements the

basics of reading and it requires marginal effort on a busy day. Yet it is hoped that

both the vision and the recommendations will help teachers change their programs and

practices.

In the next section of this introduction, a new vision for those who work with science

p-1,-;rams in elementary schools is described. This vision begins the process of changing

elementary science programs and instructional practices.

Frameworks for Curriculum and Instruction

The study panel focused on two frameworks, one for curriculum and one for

instruction. The study panel articulated a goal statement that guided its elat gyration of

the frameworks.

Curriculum and instruction should provide children with appropriate
experience with sciei.ce and technology that enhance their sensibilities about
the natural and technological world, improve their skills of inquiry and
problem solving, develop their understanding and appreciation for the limits
,,nd possibilities of science and technology, and contribute to their civility in
the conduct of human affairs.
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This goal statement focuses on children and their experiences with both science and

technology. An in-depth explanation of the goals for the proposed frameworks follows

in the paragraphs below.

Sensibility is a combination of intellectual, perceptual, and emotional responsiveness

toward the natural world and human constructions. Sensibility reflects knowledge and

values which are educational goals that inciude traditional skills like manipulation of

tools and materials, and skills for rational inquiry, problem solving, and critical thinking.

Children should develop some understanding of what science and technology are and

are not, and what science and technology can and cannot do.

The statement about civility expresses two important goals. The first relates to being

civil in personal interactions; that is, being humane and appreciating differences

between individuals and their ideas. The seconds concerns the decisions and

responsibilities of citizenship. The summary statement contains no specific reference to

school, because children encounter and learn about science and technology in a variety

of contexts that include not only schools, but museums, nature centers, clubs, churches,

and families.

The curriculum framework fundamentally differs from extant programs in three ways.

First, in the curriculum framework, technology is an important area of study and the

emphasis on technology balances the emphasis on science. Second, the curriculum

framework calls for the students to study fewer concepts in greater depth, thereby

concentrating on several major organizing concepts, rather than on specific scientific or

technological topics. The panelists realize that focusing on concepts does not

automatically result in an in-depth study of them, but it is the first step. The design of

curriculum and instruction must complement the emphasis on depth of study and

understanding. Third, the time devoted to science and technology in elementary schools

9



is complemented by incorporating reading, writing, and mathematics into the science

and technology program; and conversely, science and technology are integrated into

other curricular areas.

Each instructional framework complements the curriculum framework. The basis for

the instructional framework is scientific inquiry and technological problem solving.

Additionally, the instructional framework promotes conceptual change and skill

devel oment in all students.

The goal statement indicates that curriculum and instruction for science in the

elementary years should give students richly rewarding experiences. Clearly, for a

hands-on, inquiry-based program to succeed, facilities, materials, and equipment are

required. In addition, time, safety, and management of the science program are critical

issues addressed within the two frameworks.

In the following chapter, the science and technology concepts upon which the panel

constructed its frameworks are described. Following the discussion are chapters on

goals and rationale, instruction, curriculum, and the educational environment. Each

chapter has statements that summarize the status of that component in contemporary

science programs. The status statements are brief because the panel elected to

concentrate on the frameworks. We boxed and shaded the statements for contrast with

our discussion of frameworks for elementary school science education. Summary

statements of the panel's recommendations are provided at the end of each chapter.

10
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II. A CONCEPTION OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Presented in this chapter is a con ept of science and technology appropriate to the

development of curriculum and instruction for elementary schools. Elementary teachers

often hesitate to teach science, because many lack the knowledge, skills, and

understanding necessary to feel comfortable in a scientific envirorment. Copizant of

this problem, the panelists decided that the place to begin curriculum development is

not with topics and specific facts, but with constructing a view of science and technology

that elementary teachers can easily assimilate. If they assimilate this view of science

and technology, the teachers can expand their knowledge, improve their skills, and

develop more effective techniques for teaching science.

A Distinction between Science and Technology

The panel began with the assumption that all children should develop an empirical

understanding of the world. In this way they can take control of their lives and

function productively in modern society. Most children today, how:ner, encounter

science primarily through its technologi'al manifestations and usually cannot distinguish

science from technology. The panelists distinguish science from technology as follows:

Science proposes explanations for observations about the natural world.

Technology proposes solutions for problems of human adaptation to the

environment.

Figure 1 is a schematic showing the interrelationships between science and technology

and their connections to the goals for the curriculum and instruction frameworks. A.i

explanation of the connections between science and technology as drawn in Figure 1

follows.
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Figure 1

The Relationships between Science
and Technology and their Connection

to Educational Goals
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A CONCEPT OF SCIENCE: STATUS

Science Ls primarily presented as a body of knowledge and only secondarily as a process

for establishing new knowledge. The organization of topics and presentation of

science in current programs conveys the idea that science is disciplinary, cumulative,

and largely independent of the processes used to develop new scientific knowledge.

Learning scientific knowledge is the primary goal of science education in the

elementary school (Weiss, 1978 and 1987; Harms and Yager, 1981; St. John, 1987;

Mullis and Jenkins, 1988).

Science originates in questions about the world. Scientific results are derived from a

recognized, though variable, process of rational inquiry. In Figure 1, the word propose

suggests that scientific explanations are tentative, which is a fundamental idea in

science. The word explanations, synonymous with meaning, serves knowledge.

Explanations proposed by science relate to observations about the natural world and

imply that humans have questions about objects and events they observe. "Why is the

sky blue? Where did the mountains come from? Why do I look like my brother? and

Why do objects fall? are typical questions children and scientists ask about the world.

Scientists may phrase questions in a more sophisticated language, but the questions are
the same.

13



A CONCEPT OF TECHNOLOGY: STATUS

Technology is seldom presented as a topic of study. There is little or no distinction

between science and technology in current science programs for schools. When

technology is introduced, it is usually defined as the application of scientific

knowledge. In some instances, technology is synonymous with computers (Panel

review of major programs, June 1983).

Traditional definitions of technology, such as "applied science," are incomplete.

Technology, which is more than an applied science and more than a method, originates

in problems of human adaptation to the environment and results in proposed solutions

to those problems.

Humans need protection and food, and they need to move objects and information

from one place to another. The means used to satisfy these needs constitutes

technology in its simplest form. Historical examples of technology as use of tools,

development of agriculture, and use of weapons, illustrate the panelists' definition

(Moore, 1984) of problems in human adaptation. There are many possible solutions to

problems in human adaptation, and inevitably there also are many objectives and

requirements. Some of these are constraints, such as availability of materials, properties

of materials, laws of thermodynamics, and societal requirements. Other variables are

cost and performance criteria (Caplon, 1988). Engineers often complete several designs

for projects so that they can assess trade-offs among constraints and variables before

making decisions. Although the methods of scientific inquiry and technologic problem-

solving have many common elements, the latter are distinguished by a concentration on

decision-making and risk-benefit analysis. Scientific methods of inquiry, on the other

hand, focus on explanatory power and like criteria.

14
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Science and Technology

Narrow definitions do not sufficiently explain the relationship between science and

technology, and although science and technology are different enterprises, modern

science and technology are inextricably bound to one another. Technology, for

example, helps formulate basic scientific explanations to the extent that one cannot

easily separate science from technology. We propose instead a model in which the

contribution of science to technology, and technology to science varies along a

continuum. Attempts to provide qualitative descriptions of the continuum are likely to

be futile misrepresentations.

A CONCEPT OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY: STATUS

Current programs present very little 'information about the relationships between sc.ence

and technology. Most contemporary science programs for elementary school

concentrate on science topics such as plants, animals, electricity, and the solar system.

Seldom is there a description or experience that identifies the interactions between

science and technology. Technology is typically defined early in a text series and

seldom mentioned after that. (Panel review of major programs, June 1988; Pratt et al.,

1981; Piel, 1981.)

Although it is not important that elementary school students recognize the subtle

difference between science and technology, children at this level must begin to

understand the following five principles:

1) Science is an attempt to construct rational explanations of the natural

world.
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2) Scientific explanations about the natural world are always tentative; they

continue to evolve.

3) Technologies exist within the context of nature, that is, no technology can

contravene biological or physical principles.

4) All technologies have side effects. Furthermore, just as explanations

about the world are imperfect and incompletP, technologic Al solutions to

problems a:e incomplete and imperfect.

5) Because technologies are incomplete and imperfect, all technologies carry

some risk; correspondingly, the degree to which any society depends on

technology is also the degree to which the society must bear the burden of

risk.

Science and Technology in Society

Scientific and technological enterprises result in socially useful products. The direct

outcome of science is an improved understanding of the world, whereas technological

outcomes are generally more tangible, taking the form of products or services. In

either case, however, individuals and groups must make decisions and take action in

response to these outcomes. These actions or decisions move science and technology

directly into the realm of public policy.

16
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SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY/SOCIETY: STATUS

The science-technology-society (STS) theme is not prevalent at the elementary level.

Commonly used textbooks contain little information about the personal and social

contexts of science and technology (Pratt, et al., 1981). Current programs give

marginal recognition to the nature and history of science (Harms and Yager, 1981).

Students are aware of pollution, energy, disease, and other issues, and they are

willing to make changes in their lives to solve those problems, but they do not feel

that their actions could have an impact on the world's problems (Hueftle, Rakow,

Welch, 1983). New state guidelines indicate an increasing recognition of the STS

theme (Powell and Bybee, 1988).

Scientific and technological outcomes--proposed explanations and solutions--themselves

raise new questions and problems. The process represented in Figure 1 is, therefore,

iterative. The iterations can deN,elop new explanations and solutions or amend those

already developed. These iterations demonstrate how open-ended science and

technology can be The preceding discussion included a clarification of the panelists'

vision of how science and technology should be represented in elementary schools.

Unsolved is the overwhelming problem of how to contribute the basic knowledge and

fundamental skills needed for understanding and teaching this conception of science and

technology. It will not do to leave out technology as an area of study, and it is difficult

to place this additional burden on teachers without support. The panelists who were

responsible for designing the curriculum framework and instructional framework

recognized how difficult it is to change attitudes and assumptions about teaching

science. The other study panels (teachers and teaching, and assessment) have

combined their efforts with those of the curriculum and instruction panel, and together

they have jointly proposed a set of five recommendations (see boxed text). Clearly, all
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parts of the program are interdependent, with the implementation of the new programs

contingent on changes in other components of the educational system. It is important

to view teacher development as something 0 ,t evolves within the total educational

system.

A CONCEPT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDATIONS

1) The program should clearly indicate that science proposes explanations for

questions about the world.

2) Also, the program should clearly indicate that technology proposes solutions for

problems of human adaptation to the environment.

3) Scientific methods of inquiry and technologic strategies for problem solving should

be introduced and developed.

4) The relationships between answering questions and solving problems, and the

interactions between proposed explanations and proposed solutions should also be

introduced.

5) Finally, school science programs should explore the personal and social utility,

limits, and consequences of proposed explanations and solutions.
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III. THE GOALS AND RATIONALE

The concept of science and technology presented in the last chapter orients the

curriculum and instruction frameworks. In particular, the orientatior ,larifies what we

mean by science and technology and it identifies parameters that differentiate our

frameworks from art, music, theology, and other domains of study.

A Concept of Science Education Goals and Student Objectives

Education, including education in science and technology, is a social institution. As

such, education in science and technology shares purposes common to all social

institutions in a democratic society: providing for the needs and continued development

of everyone and fulfilling the aspirations of the society. These goals are achieved in

ways unique to each social institution. For science and technology education, this

literally means educating students in the knowledge, skills, and values of science and

technology. Personal development and fulfillment of social aspirations, both of which

are educational goals, define and delimit the appropriate knowledge, skills, and values.

This discussion is elaborated elsewhere in both historical and contemporary context

(Bybee, 1987).



THE GOALS OF SCIENCE EDUCATION: STATUS

Scientific literacy is the goal of science education in elementrny schools. This goal is

translated into objectives, such as learning basic science concepts, becoming aware

of science in daily life, developing inquiry skills, becoming interested in science, and

developing problem-solving skills (Weiss, 1988). Other goals include learning safety

skills, developing effective communication skills, and learning about careers in

science (Weiss, 1988). Three factors define the goals for elementary school science:

state guidelines, science textbooks, and publications in science education.

Rationale statements are usually presented with little philosophical or historical

orientation. If there is any orientation, it is usually psychological. Educators have

various definitions of literacy. All are admirable statements but the programs often

have little relationship to the stated rationale (Panel review of major programs,

June, 1988).

Goals and Objectives for Science Education

The goals set forth in this chapter are for all students, regardless of sex, ethnic origin,

or economic status. The compelling report All One System (Hodgkinson, 1985) presents

demographic trends that indicate many school systems will have "minority majoi.,ies" in

the near future and that many minority populations will become increasingly

heterogeneous. The next decade of population expansion in America will see a

significant increase in the cultural diversity of our youth population and an alarming

increase in the number of children being born into poverty. Compounding this are

spiraling increises in children horn to unwed teenagers, children raised in single-parent
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homes, and latch-key conditions in which children will spend an increasing amount of

time unsupervised and dependent on themselves for motivation and social integi tition

(Hodgkinson, 1985).

In the following statements of goals and objectives, the panel attempted to integrate the

concept of science and technology as stated in Chapter II with science programs

designed to include a broad range of students. These goals and objectives are

congruent with othci- long-standing goals (Bybee, 1977), and they accommodate

contemporary trends and issues (Champagne and Hornig, 1986). Each of the following

five goal statements is followed by a brief discussion. The panel decided also to include

objectives for the students, which follow each discussion.

I.

Education in science and technology should

develop the student's natural curiosity about

the world.

Children are naturally curious about their world: they investigate, they inquire, they

examine. These behaviors demonstrate a combination of perception, intellect, and

emotion. Education in the early years must sustain these sensibilities. When educators

ignore the origins of science and technology and leap immediately to the correct

scientific answer, they often stifle a student's curiosity. We recommend a new

acceptance of students' curiosity as the place to begin their education about science and

technology. The students' objectives for this goal are twofold:

Students' experience in the elementary years .should develop their abilities to ask

questions about the natural world.

Students' experience in the elementary years should develop their abilities to identify

problems of human adaptation.
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Asking questions a, i identifying problems are the initial steps in the dor.lains of science

and technology. Questions and problems also are related to creativity, critical thinkinb,

and reasoning.

Afar scientific questions are posed or technological prou:ems are identified, '_:1e

students take the second step, which is to apply methods of inquiry and to employ

problem-solving strategies. Figure 1 (in Chapter II) indicates a parallel relationsh:p

between these two pursuits, because many of the processes are similar: Methods of

inquiry and problem-solving strategies both contribute to an understanding of science

and technology and enhance the children's abilities to reason logically, to solve

problems rationally, and to think critically and creatively. This discussion leads to the

panel's second goal:

IL

Science and technology education should

broader: the child's operational and thinking

skills for investigating the world, solving

problems, and making decis:ons.

This goal includes observations, experimentation, and other processes that science and

technology hold in common, as well as processes unique to technology such as

considering cost and risk. Students' objectives are as follows:

Experiences in the elementary years should enrich the students' understanding

of and ability to use, the methods of scientific inquiry.

Experiences in the elementary years should advance the students'

understanding of and ability to use, the strategies of ted.nologica,' problem

solving.
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The top of Figure 1 begins with the origin of scientific questions and technological

problems. The figure then proceeds to chart methods of inquiry and problem-solving

strategies, which can include observation, classification, experimentation, and risk

assessment. Scientific explanations for phenomena and technologic solutions for

problems, regardless of whether the problems are individual or cultural, are derived

through these processes. Further, these explanations and solutions constitute basic

scientific and technologic knowledge.

III.

Science and technology education should develop the

student's knowledge base.

The goals for any science education program should reflect the most important

contributions of science and technology to humanity. Clearly, one of the most

important contributions of science is its power "as a way of knowing" (Moore, 1984). In

that role, it has demystified the natural world and reduced fear and ignorance

(Bronowski, 1978). Unfortunately, science is most commonly c" tined as a collection of

isolated facts. Furthermore, the adult public perceives an i emi.hasizes that science is a

group of isolated facts. But this is nothing more than substitPting one set of mysteries

for another.

Most scier ce education programs introduce technology as the ,:pplication of scientific

knowledge. A revf.ev. of any current elementary school science program supports the

assertion that there is no reasonable way that students could come to understand the

deep and broad importance of technology in human affairs. Presenting technology "as a

way of adapting" is an important recommendation made in this report. Technology has

not only alleviated many agricultural, transportation, communication, and defense

problems, it has created rew problems, such as resource depletion and environmental
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pollution. Technology has freed us from many dangers and problems, and it has

improved our quality of life. Likewise, the students need to recognize new problems

created by technology, such as pressures on the environment caused by population

growth or the ethical issues raised by modern health care technology. The panel

concluded that there is clear justification for including technological knowled,- -2 in

contemporary science programs.

The intent of the proposed program is to demystify science by redefining the scientific

and technological knowledge in terms of major concepts that are accessible to the

majority of people, concepts that are also the foundations of good science and

technology. Indeed, curriculum framework in this report assumes that children already

have begun to formulate conceptual structures that explain the world. The student

objectives are as follows:

Experience in the elementary years should develop the students' scientific

explanations of natural phenomena.

Experience in the elementary years should develop the students' understanding of

technological solutions to problems of human adaptation.

How do science and iology work? What constitutes an :dvance in science and

technology? When are explanations and solutions acceptable to the scientific and

engineering communities? There are habits of mind (Rutherford and Ahlgren, 1988),

rules of conduct, and procedural requirements associated with science nd technology.

When scientists propose explanations and engineers propose solutions, their

communities apply rules and evaluate the explanations and solutions. It is possible to

examine the development of sc"nce and technology and their influences on society.
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This constitutes the nature and history of science and technology, and it leads to the

panel's recommendation for a fourth goal..

IV.

Science and technology education should develop the child's

understanding of the nature of science and technology.

This goal has two parts. First, the students should have some knowledge about the

enterprises of science and technology.. Second, the students should develop some of the

habits of mind normally associated with science and technology. Statements of student

objectives include:

Experience in the elementary years should enhance the students' understanding of

science and technology as major human achievements.

Experiences in the elementary years should develop the students' abilities to recognize

and apply scientific and technological habits of mind.

At some point, each citizen must understand science and Lechnology in a social context.

Yet, for the most part, the public has little spe;ific knowledge of scientific study and

technological development. "Scientific habits of mind" is a phrase that encompasses

several characteristics in general and one characteristic in particular: dependence on

valid evidence as the basis for scientific explanations, and, by extension, technological

solutions. Dependence on valid evidence points to one critical fallacy in the creationism

versus evolution debates. The debate is not simply a matter of two conflicting theories,

since the creationists have presented no empirical evidence tor their position, and it is

therefore, by definition, not a theory. Students should understand and he able to apply
such criteria to arguments.
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V.

Education in science and technology should

increase the child's understanding of the limits

and possibilities of science and technology in

explaining the natural world and solving

human problems.

Science and technology affect our system of belicfsEhe way we think about ourselves,

others, and the world around us. Scientific and technological advances are

accompanied by social, political, and economic changes tat may be beneficial or

detrimental to society. The impact of science and technology is never entirely beneficial

and rarely uniformly detrimental (Bybee. 1986).

There are two parts to this goal; one is social, and the other personal. Following are

the statements of student objectives for the goal:

Students' experiences in the elementary years should bring about greater awareness of

science and technology as they relate to society.

Studehts' experiences in the elementary years should increase their ability to use

scientific and technological knowledge, attitudes, and skills in making responsible

personal decisions and taking appropriate individual actions.

The world is infinitely complex. Children have a need to understand and bring order to

the complexities th:ty encounter. Our student goals recognize various dimensions of

science and technology that bring order to objects and events. One dimension relates

to enduring questions children ask about nature. "Why is the sky blue?" "Where did

we come from?" Such questions direct education toward scientific explanations. A
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second dimension relates to abiding quests of humans to adapt to the environment.

"How can we protect ourselves?" "Hove can we stay warm?" These are problems that

lead to technological solutions.

Education in Science and Technology

The goals and objectives of our curriculum framework assume that science and

technology must be addressed as separate, yet interrelated areas of study. By their

nature, science and technology are "central to our welfare as individuals and to the

welfare of our society" (NSTA, 1982). Therefore, knowledge and skills that help

learners understand the social usefulness of science and technology will also help

students take action as citizens (Rutherford and Ahlgren, 1988).

The most reasonable and effective understanding of the natural world is a dynamic

understanding that integrates biological, chemical, physical, and social aspects in each

explanation and exploration (Linn, 1987). Our recommendation is that the basic

knowledge, skills, and attitudes that foster such an understanding should be made

available to, and internalized by, students before completion of their elementary

education. This opinion is supported by recommendations of such organizations as the

National Science Teachers Association (NSTA, 1982) and the National Forum for

School Science (Champagne, 1986).

Harold Hodgkinson (1985:1) points out in All One System, that science educators must

"begin to see the educational system from tiie perspective of the people wh:) move

through it instead of those who run it, we begin to realize a new obligation at the

elementary level in science ano technology education." Learning-to-learn skills become

imperative (Hurd, 1986), as do specific skills in analytical and crntive thinking and

problem solving (Hurd, 1984, Welch, 1982). In the context of a rapidly changing
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society, those responsible for science education must augment what is known about

learning and design an elementary curriculum that prepares individuals for interaction

in, and constructive contributions to, that society. Although the panel recognizes the

enriching opportunities available to individuals who continue their formal education

beyond sixth grade, the basic concepts, skills, and values proposed in the framework will

enhance both the life-long learning of terminal students and the learning of those few

who will eventually become professionals in science and technology. The panel also

recognizes that "learning occurs as the result of social interactions that take place in

formal (school) and informal (family, community, church) settings" (Champagne and

Hornig, 1987:9). Contemporary elementary curriculum and instruction in science and

technology should develop scientific and technologic explanations, solutions, strategies,

and attitudes that build self-confidence in life-long learners. This includes the insight

and experience needed fog accessing both formal and informal resources that contribute

to continued self-growth and development. In addition, learning the social usefulness of

science and technology concepts and skills at an early age will contribute to both

individual sensibilities and an inform_ J citizenry.
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.1MIIMP=11111111:

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION: RECOMMENDATIONS

There are five primary goals for science education in the early years:

1. Develop the students' natural curiosity.

2. Brc,aden the students' procedural skills for investigating the world, solving

problems, and making decisions.

3. Increase the students' knowledge base.

4. Develop the students' understanding of the nature of science and
technology.

5. Ensure the students' understanding of the limits and possibilities of science

and technology in explaining the natural world and solving human

problems.

These goals are justified on several grounds. They are congruent with the students'

developing understanding of the world. They represent science and technology as

ways of knowing about, and solving problems of, the world, and they are applicable

to such other unifying goals of elementary education as developing the basic skills in

reading, writing, and mathematics.



IV. A FRAMEWORK FOR CURRICULUM

This chapter contains a proposal for a framework for a K-6 curriculum. A curriculum

framework is an intermediate formulation between the idea for a curriculum and the

curriculum itself; the framework specifies and explains the basic components used to

design the curriculum. A complete framework provides information needed to make

decisions about activities, lessons, units, and other specifics of the curriculum. At a

minimum, a framework defines enough of the proposed curriculum to differentiate it

from other curricula.

A curriculum framework has advantages and disadvantages. An advantage of the

framework is that curriculum developers at local, state, anri. national levels have

opportunities to provide specific ideas. One assumes those decisions would be made in

terms of the unique characteristics of students, schools, and states, yet still fulfill the

curriculum developers' requirements. A disadvantage is that it is incomplete. It lacks a

scope and sequence, the placement of concepts and skills, the selection of topics and

activities, and the solutions for management, materials, and other practical matters.

This chapter sets forth a framework hr :urriculum design which consists of four

sections: organizing concepts, organizing attitudes, organizing topics, and themes.

Curriculum developers should use the Framework as a guide for constructing a scope

and sequence and, subsequently, units, lessons, and other parts of a science and

technology curriculum at the elementary level.
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Fundamental Organizing Concepts for Elementary Science

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE CURRICULUM: STATUS

Topics, not concepts, are the dominant orientation for science in elementary schools.

Scientific information, facts, and processes are presented within topics. Science

programs consisting primarily of textbooks, are organized around such topics as

plants, animals, rocks, and dinosaurs (Meyer, Crummey, and Greer, 1988; Panel

review of major programs, 1988). A few state guidelines or textbook series use

conceptual schemes or process skills as organizers (Powell and Bybee, 1988).

Laboratory-oriented approaches, as contrasted with textbook approaches, have

shown improvement in studemb' process skills and scientific attitudes.

(Shymansky, Kyle, Alport, 1982; Bredderman, 1983). Most elementary teachers,

however, are not using a laboratory-oriented approach to science education

(Weiss, 1987; Mullis and Jenkins, 1988).

A paradox arises when trying to prepare students for the ft,ture. Most science

educators are convinced of two equally valid but contradictory ideas, namely that our

world is changing at an arrel:Jating pace, and that there are fundamental, enduring

c.-mc,pts for organizing thoughts about the world.

The trite saying, "the only constant in life is change," is a poor ckscription because

change itself occurs at increasing rates and in different directions. If this is true, and

the panel believes it is, then what can materials for elementary school science ir.Jude

that will have lasting value to the students? What knowledge will help them understand

and adjust to change? Are there explanatory concepts that are so fundamental and

powerful that they will always be valid and useful? There are fundamental organizing

concepts in science that :dl students, by the time they finish sixth grade, should
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incorporate into the way they think about and explain their world. These concepts are

valuable for five reasons.

They are applicable to both science and technology.

They have applications beyond science and technology.

They accommodate different developmental levels.

They apply to the personal lives of children.

They are powerful explanatory concepts.

We now turn to the nine organizing concepts which the panel believes are central to a

sound elementary science curriculum. This section defines and describes each

organizing concept and lists possible teaching examples, These examples do not

constitute a scope and sequence; rather the panel presents these as examples of

teaching that make the aine concepts more understanuable.
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Organization (or orderliness)

Ideas and descriptions about the world can he organized in different ways, including

hierarchies, simple-to-complex arrays, and symmetry. Objects in nature or the

classroom can be assembled into groups showing hierarchies, such as atoms, molecules,

mineral grains, rocks, strata, hills, mountains, and planets. Some organisms contain

hierarchies in themselves--the trunk, branches, twigs, stems, and leaves of trees, or the

transportation or communications hierarchies within social systems.

Varieties of organisms, from single-celled amoeba, to sponges, to coals, and so on, can

illustrate simple-to-complex arrays. Technology provides examples of increasingly

complex objects that serve similar purposes. As an illustration, people slide down hills

in the winter using sheets of plastic, or they use toboggans, sleds, or aerodynamic

bobsleds. The objects are increasingly sophisticated, but are designed to carry

passengers on a thrilling downhill ride.

Objects can be described according to common elements of symmetry and polarity:

they possess a top and bottom, a front and back; and in many cases, shapes are

repeated when the objects or organisms are turned or inverted.

PRIMARY (K-3)

TABLE I

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR ORGANIZATION

INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Sort;ng objects (e.g., objects
that sink and objects that
float)

Identifying levels of organization,
such as atoms; molecules; cell-tissue-
organs; earth-solar system; stars-
galaxies; and organism, population,
community, ecosystem

Ordering events (e.g., Describing the component parts of
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identifying the order of
planting a seed, sprouting,
adult plant, flower, and
fruit)

Classifying objects and
organisms

Identifying groups of similar
animals (e.g., mammals,
reptiles, insects)

Identifying groups of similar
plants (e.g., beans, grass,
roses)

Developing a simple scheme
fo: classifying objects or
orga.iisms (e.g. animals
typically found in certain
environments)

Classifying objects and
organisms from simple to
complex

Identifying solids, liquids,
and gases (e.g. water as ice,
water, and vapor)

Identifying groups of objects
that have been designed or
constructed by humans

natural and technological systems

Specifying the hierarchial relationship
among parts of natural and
technological systems

Describing the conAtuents of rocks

Recognizing patterns of leaves

identifying geometric shapes

Describing symmetry of objects and
organiyins

Dismantling and reassembling a
simple machine

Recognizing organization within and
among the atmospht..1,, hydrosphere,
lithosphere, and cel_stial sphere
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Cause and Effect

Nature behaves predictably. Searching for caul :s and explanations is the major activity

of science; effects cannot happen without causes. A common error arises when

individuals assume that events that occur simultaneously or sequentially have a cause-

and-effect relationship. For example, the rotation of the planets and a death in one's

family, or a pregnant woman's sighting of a rabbit and the birth of a child with a cleft

lip may happen simultaneously, but there is not a causal :nterrelationship. Some e:ents

require that several things must happen to cause an effect.

Classic activities with seed growing can illustrate cause-and effect-concepts. For beans

to be healthy, seeds need water, light, and warmth; well-organized experime' can

show the effect of varying each of these three parameters. Cub Scouts disc.. er that

streamlining, carefully aligned axles, and good lubrication all help to make a pinewood

derby car run faster. They also discover that, if too 'ouch wood is carved off the car

body when attempting to make it streamlined, weight must be added to keep it heavy.

Optimum performance requires optimum conditions.
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TABLE 2

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR CAUSE AND EFFECT

PRIMARY (K-3) INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Describing health risks (e.g.,
riding a bicycle, crossing
streets)

Identifying changes, e.g.,
heating/cooling, moving/not
moving

Describing simple
technologies (e.g., scissors,
paper clips, pencils)

Using everyday examples to
describe cause and effect
(e.g., lights, water,
temperature)

Predicting a sequence of
events for natural
phenomena and
technological objects

Describing interactions
between objects and
organisms (e.g., eating is
related to growth and
development)

Identifying the effects of poor
nutrition

Describing cause and effect in simple
activities such as growing seeds

Describing the effects of various
substances on objects and organisms

Designing simple machines that
achieve a desired effect

Describing natural phenomena in
terms of cause and effect (e.g.,
weather, erosion)

Differentiating between curie' itiort
and cause and effect

Giving evidence for interactions
between and 111110110 salmi,: systems
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Systems

Systems consist of matter, energy, and information, all of which move about from

reservoir to rese-oir through carefully delimited pathways. Both the amount of matter,

energy, and information in reservoirs, and the rate of transfer through patfmays N a ry

over time. Systems are understood by tracking changes and drawing boundaries around

the constituent parts.

One of the best-known natural systems is the hydrologic cycle. Water in solid, liquid,

and gaseous phases moves about the earth's surface, sometimes residing in the

atmosphere, sometimes in living tissue, and sometimes in streams, lakes, grounthater,

and oceans. Being able to observe and measure this system helps us understand

weather, water supply, and pollution.

In the classroom, an aquarium might serve as a system. To make it a balanced

aquarium, the plants have to use the fishes' waste products to provid' enough oxygen

and food for the fish to survive. Of course, the plants also depend on a light source

for photosynthesis. Balancing the aquarium requires some knowledge about the matter

and energy present and how it follows the pathways from plants to water to animals.

Most technologies can be seen as systems. A common example is the furnace and

thermostat. This system is cybernetic; that is, information is re:ated and acted upon'

within the system in a stabilizing way. A properly tuned heating system keeps room

temperatures from fluL,uating more than a few degrees from the set point.
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TABLE 3

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR SYSTEMS

PRIMARY (K-3) INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Describing whole systems,
such as toys and simple
machines

Exploring a simple natural
system

Constructing a simple
technological device

Taking apart simple machines

Describing the school's transportation
system

Differentiating systems and
subsystems

Applying the concept of systems to
different objects, events, and
organisms (e.g., humans, earth,
electrical)

Describing the characteristics of
different natural and technological
systems, (i.e., the boundaries,
components, feedback, resources)

Identifying matter and energy as
essential to systems
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Scale

Scale refers to relative and absolute quantities. Thermometers, rulers, and weivhing

devices help students to see precisely that matter and energy vary in relative quantity.

Absolute notions of scale are important because certain physical and biological

phenomena happen only within fixed limits of size.

For example, in biology, water striders are superbly scaled; they are able to run across

a puddle, suspended by the surface tension of water. If water striders were much

larger, they would sink; if they were much smaller and became wet, they would not he

able to break away from the clinging water. Full-ter.-n newborn babies are not healthy

if they are very large or very small. There is an ideal size range for healthy babiec

In technology, scale is important to efficient operation. 3uses may only get fire or six

miles per gallon, but they can carry 40 or 50 passengers, thus making them far more

fuel efficient than passenger cars. Technological deices must also acLuunL for human

scale. The bus driver's seat must be designed to accommodate tall, medium, and _hurt

drivers.
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TAELE 4

TEt CHING EXAMPLES
FOR SCALE

PRIMARY (.' -3) INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Drawing simple objects in
actual size and compa:ing
the drawing to scale pictures

Recogr'zing the differences
in children and adults

Knowing that some objects,
such as doll houses and toy
trucks, are scale models of
real objects

Designing a model of a
simple object or organism

Defining big/little, near/far,
short/long

Stating different scales of time, space,
and matter

Mapping a small area

Describing the magnification on a
microscope in terms of scale

Making a solar system to scale for
both size of planets and distance

Estimating the size of an object

Computing the scale of geologic time
and astronomic distance

Designing a machine and then
building the machine
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Models

To make sense of the world around them, hum._ beings create models or metaphors

that show the essential character of the phenomena that interest them. Furthermore,

the models may be conceptual and consist of word descriptions or drawings. The

modles also can be mathematical alid consist of equations or other formal

representations. Finally, there are physical models that consist of real objects that

possess some of the characteristics of the real thing.

The solar system is often modeled in the classzoom by describing the planets as huge

balls moving about an even larger sun. Such a model solar system is usually to scale

for both size of planets and distance between planets. A mathematical model o.' the

solar system might include the shape of a planet's obit as being elliptical. And finally,

a physical model of the solar system might consist of a series of scale-sized balls placed

at appropriate distances throughout the room or hallway.

Models often serve as prototypes in technology and in that case may be full-sized

representations of the final product. Models usually possess only some of the

characteristics of the real thing. Children readily understand that most toys are models

that look like real objects, such as cars, airplanes, babies, and animals, but do not

possess all the attributes of those objects.

Models can be used to test the workings of technology without costly investments in

full-scale objects. Small boats and airplanes are tested in tanks and wind tunnels before

their full-sized counterparts are built. in this way, many design experiments can be

tested inexpensively to find the best results.
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TABLE 5

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR MODELS

PRIMARY (K-3) INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Recognizing numbers as
representations of objects or
organisms

Describing the differences
between a toy car and a
real car

Providing a picture of a car
or person

Identifying models that are
bigger than, smaller than, or
the same size as the real
object or organism and
explaining why each is
useful

Constructing a simple graph

Representing graphically a
relationship such as color and
wavelength

Differentiating between a model and
reality

Constructing models of linear and
exponential growth

t
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Cl.. gi e

Change is continuing and ubiquitous in the natural world. Some objects or organisms

(species) seem unchanging, but that is a function of our inability to perceive the rate or

scale of change. Fry example, mountains erode and species evolve, but the time

required to recognize substantial change is quite long. Changes in the size and

structure of the universe are tc,, large for human beings to observe and to measure

directly, and mutations in genetic material are hidden unless they affect observable

characteristics.

Change in the natural world generally tends toward disorganization unless energy is put

back into the system. For example, a child's well-organized bedroom will tend toward

clutter (a mess) unless ..nergy is expended to keep the room organized. Similarly, a

bicycle will tend toward disrepair and wear out unless energy s expended to maintain

it. Some change is cyclical; that is, the direction of the change is r.,..versed. Diurnal

cycles, lunar cycles, seasonal cycles, and menstrual cycles are examples. Some change is

one-directional; physical growth and intellectual development, puberty, and menopause,

for example. The rae of change can vary. For example, although all (normal) sixth

graders will ultimat:ly progress through the same developmental stages, not all olf them

will reach the same developmental landmarks at the same time.

Technology changes as new problems arise and as new solutions supplant old.

Historically, many technologies have become more complex and have clanged from

functional adaptation to convenient utilization.
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TABLE 6

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR CHANGE

PRIMARY (K-3) INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Identifying the different
seasons by their attributes

Observinp. and describing
immediate changes

Observing delayed changes

Observing personal changes
in a day, week, year

identifying different types
and rates of change

Describing growth of
organisms

Identifying indications of
seasonal change during a
nature walk

Naming Lite stages of development

Observing and describing the
properties Gf water, as in solid to
liquid to gas

Observing and recording the phases
of the moon

Identifying the changes in an
ecosystem

Investigating different life cycles

Estimating the rate and direction of
simple changes in physical systems

Differenating between linear and
exponential growth

Recognizing the limits of change in
simple systems
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Structure and function

The way organisms and objects look, feel, smell, sound, and taste bears a relationship

to the actions they perform. The structure of leaves, for example, affects their

functions of energy production and transpiration. Skunk., use their scent glands for

protection. All automobiles have a similar shape because engineers know that this

shape improves the ability of an automobile to move dowr the highway efficiently.

Similarly, round, inflatable tires on a bicycle are conducive to the bicycle's function.

More specifically, light-weight tires are designed for racing and knobby tires are better

for all-terrain bikes where traction is important.

In the biological world, both structure and function are results of cumulative natural

selection. This is the major mechanism of organic evolution. The relationship is not a

function of purposeful design, nor does it occur by accident (unless one considers the

accidental nature of mutation, which is the ultimate source of all variations that may

have adaptive function).

The structure/function relationship also appears in artifacts. Archaeologists explain

artifacts by determining the functions of various shapes and forms found. For example,

small arrowheads were used for hunting birds, large spear heads were used for larger

animals. Some stones look and feel like scrapr A's or hammers and most certainly must

have bee^ used for those purposes. The congruence between structure and function in

technology is purposeful. Furthermore, the congruence can be refined by

experimentation.
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TABLE 7

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

PRIMARY (K-3) INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Observing the st:ucture of
an animal and its
relationship to function

Describing the function of a
simple system (e.g., roof
shape for shedding rain and
snow)

Designing a common object,
such as a plate, bowl, spoon,
or fork

Examining simple plants and
describing the parts and
functions

Describing a bicycle in
terms of structure and
function

Building a stricture from
simple materials

Designing a plant or animal

Inventing a sample device for
measuring wind velocity

Interpreting antique objects

Interpreting animal tracks

Recognizing the relationship of
structure and function in humans,
buildings, environments

Describing the functions of human
body parts

Describing the structure and function
of tools

Recognizing the abiotic and biotic
structures of an ecosystem
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Discontinuous and Continuous Properties (Variations'I

All organisms and objects have distinctive properties. Variation is a universal

characteristic of the natural world. Some properties are so distinctive that no

continuum connects them. Examples of such discontinuous properties are

living/nonli'ing and saltiness/sweetness.

Most properties in the natural word vary continuously; that is, there is no clear

demarcation that distinguishes the variation in a population or the properties of objects.

The colors of the spectrum, for example, constitute a continuum. Night and day,

height, weight, resistance to infection, anti intelligence are all continuous properties.

Discontinuous variation lends itself to classification of objects by type; thi kind of

classification emphasizes general properties rather than specific characters. Cur finuous

variation, on the other hand, makes typological classification difficult, because it

emphasizes finely graded, individual distinctions, as well as unity of pattern. An

understanding of continuous variation is the basis of thinking about populations and is

essential to an understanding of organic evolution and the statistical nature of the

world.
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TABLE 8

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR DISCONTINUOUS AND CONTINUOUS PROPERTIES

(VARIATIONS)

PRIMAP Y (K-3) INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Observing different tones of
colors (e.g., variations of
blue)

Listening to different sounds

DiLferentiating living and
non-living

Exploring the properties of
objzcts that sink and float

Developing a growth chart
over time

Investigating the changes and
continuity in properties in a life cycle

Recognizing the continuous
properties of color in a spectrum

Analyzing a graph of height in class-
contrast with histogram of boys and
girls

Sampling height of individuals over
time

Differentiating between oay and night

Describing the on-off switch as a
discontinuous variable
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Diversity

Diversity is perhaps the most obvious characteristic of the natural world. Not only are

then; many different types of objects and organisms but there also is r.-,nsiderable

variation within those objects and organisms. As scientifiL understanding of the natural

world has improved, humans have come to see that maintenance of diversity is

important to natural systems. For example, trees, rocks, and people all play important

parts in the ecological balance of a tropical rain forest. Should one component be

eliminated, the entire rain forest is likely to suffer.

Technology proposes diverse ,olutions to problems of human adaptation to the

environment. Snowshoes, cross country skis, and snowmobile. Are diverse solutions to

the problem of moving people across the snow. Such issues as economics, efficiency,

and esthetics will help determine which solution is best. Diversity also is evident in

human values and ideas. This diversity influences the problems individuals and societies

choose to address.
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TABLE 9

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR DIVERSITY

PRIMARY (K-3) INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Observing objects and
developing a simple
classification scheme

Observing different types of
objects and organisms

Identifying the differences in
pets

Observing and describing
the differences among
student! 'n class

Listing the natural objects
and organisms on the school
grounds

Listing the constructed
objects on the school
grounds

Collecting organisms or
objects

Observing the differences
among leaves

Analyzing height and weight
distribution among class members

Identifying the range of similar rocks,
animals, or plants

Studying a simple ecosystem to
identify the diversity of organisms

Describing the components of similar
physical systems such as airline and
automobile travel

Observing the variatiods wiiiin one
type of leaf

Developing a life list of birds

Making a collection of minerals 'Ind
rocks
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Organizing Attitudes

Science education in the elementary years should promote attitudinal development.

The panel's definition of attitudes includes a disposition to behave in certain ways and

habits of mind that may result in predictable actions. For school science, there are at

least two sources and referents for attitudes--science and oneself. That is, science is

both a source of attitudes and a referent for an individual's attitudes. Individuals can

have attitudes about both themselves and about science. It is the interplay of these

different attitudes that must be a concern during the early years of science education.

The panel began with the assumption that students bring certain attitudes to school,

and some of those attitudes will need to be modified. Some teachers and parents may

argue that schools should not impress certain sets of attitudes on learners. Howe'.er,

there is a justifiable i sition for science teachers in that we are des,eloping attitudes

inherent in the scientific and technological enterprise. While individuals may

demonstrate those dispositions, they are grounded in the traditions of the scientific and

technologic community. In fact, certain attitudes are in many ways unique to science

and technology and help differentiate science and tech. Alogy from other important

realms of human knowing.

Scientific Attitudes

Develcpment of scientific attitudes does not occur out of a context. Lessons on "the

value of speculation" or the need for accepting ambiguity" are not recommended.

Ways of looking at things develop over time and in the context of participating in and

learning about science and technology. The organizing concepts and sample activities

described earlier provide the basis for the development 2f scientific attitudes.
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The study panel reviewed recommendations from the 1966 report Education and the

Spirit of Scienec, published by the Education Policies Commission of the National

Education Association. The panel concurred with the )mmendation that science

education should promote understanding of scientific attitudes. Some of the most

important scientific attitudes that one can possess are as follows:

1. Desiring knowledge. Recognizing that science is a way of knowing and

having a disposition toward knowing and understanding the world are

important for elementary science education.

2. Being Skeptical. A part of this attitude is recognizing the appropriate

time and place to be scientifically skeptical and to hold a disposition that

authoritarian statements and self-evident truths can be questioned.

3. Relying on data. Obtaining and ordering data are the basis for

explanations of natural phenomena. Relying on data also means rigorous

testing of ideas and respecting the fas:ts as they are accrued.

4. Accepting ambiguity. Data are seldom clear and ccwipelling; and

scientific information seldom, if ever, proves something. New questions

and problems arise out of ambiguity.

5. Willingness to modify explanations. As data suggest different

explanations of objects or events, one must be willing to change one's

original xplanation.

6. Cooperating in the answering of questions and solving problems.

Cooperation is important to the scientific enterprise.
,,. Respecting reason. Scientists value patterns of reasoning that lead from

data to conclusions and eventually to consn uction of theories.

8. Being honest. Data should he prese tea as they are observed, not as th,;

investigator thinks they ought to be.
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Attitudes Toward Science

Two major sets of personal attributes should be among the goals of science in

elementary school. One set is attitudes toward science, and the other is attitudes

toward one self and one's abilities.

Do students like science when they have it in school? Are students interested in

science? Do they perceive science as useful in their personal life? The study panel

recommends a curriculum and instructional strategies that develop positive ansv.e:s to

these questions A sense of awe about the natural world, perpetuation of curiosity,

creativity, using scientific resources to develop e; planafions about the natural world- -

these are positive attitudes toward science that thc, elementary student should develop.

Self-Esteem and Skill Development

The panel assumes that positive experiences in science education will alsc

contribute to the students' self-esteem. Experiences in ;.,pool science she'dd help the

students develop a positive outlook about their integrity, worth, and esteem.

Laboratory experiences in which the st :dents can achieve a sense of accomplishment

are especially helpful. We now turn to a further elaboration of those skills that are r

necessary component of tl.e curriculum framework.

Organizing Skills

Developing a student's skills is an important part of element, ed.icati3n, and science

can nrke contributions to this in several ways. First, science instruction can help

students develop process skills, such as observing. inferring, and classifying. Second.

when the students use laboratory e4ipmen,, such as 'nermometers, balancesind
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microscopes, they develop dexterity and psychomotor skills. Third, science expstrierices

can contribute to the development of reading, mathematics, and Nritten and oral

communication skills.

Skill development, in particular scientific process and thinking skills. are major goals for

science educators. In large measure, this goal can be attributed to the Commission on

Science Education of the American Association for the Advancement of Science

(AAAS). There and three reasons that the processes should be a significant component

of any elementary program. Table 10 lists fifteen AAAS process skills.

First, the processes of science contribute to the students' overall development and to

other basic skills emphasized during the early years of schooling. Second, the process

skills have an enduring quality that will contribute to the stud, ats' abilities to answer

questions and solve problems even when the information base of science and technology

changes. Third, understanding and using the process skills of science contributes to the

students' basic abilities in other, non-science areas such as language arts, social studies.

and communication. The panel identified three levels of organization for skill

development, Those levels are information gathering, probl, a solving, and decision

making.

Information gathering. One of the first step., in answe:ing scientific questions or

solving technolog'.:al problems is obtaining information. Information-gathering aL.tiities

have traditionally taken pla.:e in a iaboratory or have been investigations of ri:.;tural

phenomena. The use of these types of activities has declined, but it is nevertheless

recommended that they be used. (Weiss, 1987; Mullis and Jenkins, 1988).



TABLE 10

Process Skills

1. Classifying
data

2. Communicating

3. Co; trolling vac tables

4. Defining operationally

5. Designing experiments

6. Formulating models

7. Hypothesizing

8. Inferring

9. Interpreting

10. Measuring

11. Observing

12. Predicting

13. Questioning

14. Using numbers

15. Using space/time
relationship

A Student should also Develop skills for researching, such as the ability to identify

sources of information and to ure information - retrieval systems. When gathering

informa:.on, one must read, write, and speak clearly, all of which are communication

skills.

Problem solving. The panel uses the, term problem solving to express the processes of

answering scientific questions and solvin; technological problems. As with informal' 'n

gathering, problem solving rewires skills that are common to bcth science and

technology. These skills include the ability to state questions, identify problems,

hypothesize, predict, separate and cnntrol variables, infer, design experiments, formulate

models, and interpret data. New skil.s that are technologically important, include the

ability to identify alternative solutions and assess th, costs, risks, and benefits of

technological solutions.
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Decision making. Decision making is not a traditional science skill, but is included in

the recommendations because decision making is a logical extension of those skills th.c

have been incorporated into school science pro.b.ams. The recent emphasis on critical

thinking and analytic skills is, in many ways, the bass or decision making. Further,

decision making is integral to solving techr-logica. problems. Also, the summary phrase

of engineering--design under constraint--suggests that effective decision iii .king is the

essence of technological processes. Once the students have identified the problems and

assessed alternative solutions, they must decide on the best solution and then plan and

carry out project that meets the required standards. As students go through this

process, they must use tools, behave safely, and evaluate their options.

The skills incorporated within the curriculum framework are generally arranged in a

hierarchy that complements the development of school-aged children. Thai is, in the

lower elementary grades there is greater emphasis on information gathering and

descriptive processes, such as obFervatiol and classification. At the upper eleinentury

levels there is more emphasis on deductive skills and critical thinking.

Organizing Themes and Topics

A variety of themes and topics can be part of an elementary science and technology

curriculum. The major organizing concepts. attitudes, and skills presented above should

be integrated into all themes or topics that school personnel select f.,r study Some

possible themes and topics include space, structures, tools, ice cubes, .oachires,

nutrition, patterns, transportation, food chains, fitness, waste disp..sal, ecosystems, the

Arctic, farms, weather, communities, and pond water. Many of these themes and topics

were drawn from previously developed programs, while others drawn from currently

operating programs. Many more theme; and topics are possi')1e.
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The panel suggests at least six criteria for selecting and designing themes and topics:

They build upon children's prior experielict and knowledge.

They capture children's interest.

They are interdisciplinary, so that the children see that reading, writing,

mathematics, and other curricular areas are part of science and

technology.

They should integrate several science disciplines.

They are vehicles for teaching major organizing concepts, attitudes, and

skills.

They allow a balance of science and technologic activities.

The seeds lesson described at the beginning of this report is one example of a theme or

topic that meets these criteria. In some teachers' classrooms cr schools, the seeds unit

cJuld have been a vehicle for transmitting specific knowledge only. As presented in

this report, the seeds unit focused on several major organizing concepts, such as

structure and function, diversity, and change (cycles). The teacher p1 aned activit: ;s

that encouraged the children to incorporate reading, writing, and mathematics (e.g.

graphing, ratio sentences) into their study of seeds. Ms. Lopez also planned activities

that encouraged the children to relate new knowledge to prior knowledge and

experiences. The children studied the biological and physical sciences. And the

children demonstrated such attitudes as curiosity and skepticism while they developed

their thinking, process, and manipulative skills.

Developing themes or topics that meet the six criteria is a challenging task. One

of the challenge focuses oiy interdisciplinary n' +tire of the themes or topics. Curriculum

developers 'an select planning models that range from strictly departmental orientation

to a fully integrated approach: parallel teaching, clustering of disciplines,

interdisciplinary units and interdisciplinary programs.
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Li the first approach, parallel teaching, two or mere instructors examine their respective

scope and sequences to see when sub-topics can overlcp or interrelate. By ",irefully

sequencing instruction in each s,ioject, what the students learn in each class becomes

mutually reinforcing. .12o: example, a physical education teacher might plan to foci: on

respiratory '_fitness) activities at the same time the classroom teacher focuses or, the

cardiovascular system. The only change in teaching that is required is timing what is

already taught.

A second approach consists of clustering similar disciplines so taut teachers can work

together from time to time on specific projects. For example, in a setting where each

teacher at the same grade level may have expertise in some curricular area, the

teachers might work together on the mathematical, social,and science aspects of the

topic, ecosystems.

A third approach is to de. :gn a complete curriculum unit, such as seeds or weather,

that includes contributions from several disciplines. Frequently, this approach may

stimulate new ways of looking at knowledge.

The fourth approach involves the development of a full scale interdisciplinary program.

A, a given grade level, for example, several disciplines are integrated as the students

spend one or more hours each day focusing on a central theme, such as the Arctic, for

the entire year (Holmes, 1988).

Summary

This chapter presented a four-part framework that curriculum developers and school

personnel can use to develop a scope and sec -ice, and units o: study for e,ernentary
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school science. The scope and sequence and the units of study should be characterized

by organizing concepts, attitudes, and skills and by them:.-,s or topics that meet the

above stated criteria. This framework allows developers and F"hool personnel t

include specific knowledge unique to their students, schools, and regions.

The curriculum framework the panel outrned in this chaptc provides a general

orientation of materials for a K-6 technology and science program. Among the most

important characteristics of the instructional activities within the proposed framework

are the following:

Each is a hands-on activity, and the students' lives and their world are the

focus of activities.

Scientific and technological concepts and ski;. are developed within a

personal and social context.

Fewer concepts are developed in greater depth.

The students construct their concepts, attitudes, and skills through a

variety of experiences.

The students also learn basic reading, writing, speaking, and mathematical

skills in scientific and technologic contexts.

The panel believes that if curriculum developers attend to the four components of the

curriculum framework and to the five characteristics, then they can develop scope and

sequences, units of study and individual lessons that represent approaches to science

and technology education that are appropriate for the elementary years.

In the course of this study, the panel did identify some programs that exemplify the

goals of the framework. Twelve of those examples are included in Appendix A

(Contemporary NSF Programs for Elementary Schools), and Appendix B (Science

Education Progtins that Work: Exemplary Ed)iLational Programs and Practices in the

National Diffusion Network). Educators interested in other materials, syllabi, :Ind
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programs that in some mea: ire exemplify portions of the framework proposed here are

referred to the NSTA publication, Focus on Excellence: Elementary Science (Penick,

1983) and state guidelines on curriculum frolii California, Wisconsin, New York, and

Florida.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR CURRICULUM: RECOMMENDATIONS

Curriculum for science and technology education should be based on major

organizing concepts. The concepts recommended by this study panel meet the

following criteria:

They are applicable to both science and technology.
They have applications beyond science and technology.
They accommodate different developmental levels.
They apply to the personal lives of children.
They are powerful explanatory concepts.

The major organizing concepts recommended by this panel are

1. organization
2. Cause and effect
3. Systems
4. Scale
5. Models
6. Change
7. Structure and function
8. Discontinuous and continuous properties
9. Diversity

School science programs should also encr-urage the development of attitudes. The

study panel recommends that K-6 science programs incorporate the following

scientific attitudes:

1. Desiring knowledge.
2. Being skeptical.
3. Relying on data.
4. Accepting ambiguity.
5. Willingness to modify explanations.
6. Cooperation in answering questions and solving problems.
7. Respecting reason.
8. Being honest:
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Science programs and science teachers also should be sensitive to the ..!evelopment

of the students' attitudes toward science and toward themselves.

Science curriculum and instruction should encourage the students to develop their

skills. The panel has identified three levels of organization for skill development.

1. Gathering information.
2. Answering ques.ons and solving problems.
3. Making decisions.

The panel believes that appropriately designed themes or topics can be effective

vehicles for integrating the organizing concepts, attitudes, and skilis. The panel

sugges's at least six criteria for selecting and designing themes and topics:

They build upon children's prior experiences and knowledge.
They capture children's interest.
They are interdisciplinary, so that the children see that reading, writing,
t thematics, and other curricular areas are part of science and
technology.
They should integrate several science disciplines.
They are vehicles for teaching major organizing concepts, attitudes, and
skills.
They allow a balance of science and technologic activities.

The use ci organizing concepts, attitudes, skills, and themes will encourage students

to see the common ground between the sciences. Thy} will learn to better see the

similarities and differences between science and technology. Finally, they will learn

to see the relationships between scientific and non-scientific thought,



V. A FRAMEWORK FOR INSTRUCTION

The panel believes that science as a way of knowing (Moore, 1984) and technology as a

way of adapting are invortant themes for an instructional framework. Although

and engineering are separate fields of endeavor with distinctly different approaches, as

shown in Figure 1, the two are inextricably hound. Only about 30 percent of current

research can be labeled "pure" science, while over two-thirds of recent Nobel prizes

have been given for technological, rather than sr,ientific, advances (Hurd, 1989). We

belie e that a distinction between science and technolog; not ne2essary, especially at

the elementary level of science education Children should see science and engineering

as ways of asking questions; tinkering, searching for answers, confronting problems,

evaluating possible answers, and sharing discoveries. The panel believes that the

approach :.dentists and engineers use to construct new knowledge provides teachers

with a model of teaching and learning appropriate for implementing the proposed

framework for curriculum. The panel believes that childrtm should become acquainted

with science and technology in ways that para111 how scientists know their world and

engineers solve theft problems

The framework for instruction is based on assumptions about students and learning.

These assumptions are drawn from research, and they are strikingly different from the

views held and promoted h many teachers. These new assumptions about students

and learning define roles for teachers of science that are quite different from their mks
in most elementary classrooms today. In turn, these new roles require fresh appioaehes

to the development of, and support for, teachers.

What are the assumptions the panel holds for stu ' is and learni-.g? What

implications do these assumptions have for the role of the tea, her! Is there a model

of teaching that can serve science and technology education'? What are some
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appropriate strategies and techniques for teachers and children within that model?

What support system is necessary for teachers to implement the proposed framcw,orks

for curriculum and instr .tion? This chapter explores answers to these questions.

Assumptions About Student Learning

Assumptions About students and Learning: Status

Contemporary curriculum int:aerials and imiructional practices reflect the belief that

let rzg consists of information giving. This information is (Fspen;ed by the teacher

or through the textbook- with the student taking a large]; )assive role (Novak,

1988). Educators tea:.h this information through a Fr unmbly logical sequence o:

topics. These topics are repeated systematically over the K-6 time period.

Students spene most of their time listening to lectures and reading about science.

They have few opportur;;ies to explore natural phenomena directly or to discuss

the results of their inquiries (Mullis and Jenkins, 1988).

Current science materials and instructional practices generally assume that there is one

style of lear,.ing. The florrinant teaching model assumes that learning occurs

through listening and reading. Current curriculum and pedagogy fail to meet the

learning needs and requirements of a population that has diverse learning styles

and abilities to conceptualize (liodgkinson, 1985; Weiss, 1987; Mullis and Jenkins,

1988; Panel review of materials, June, 1988).
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For more than half a century, the principles of early industrialized society, with its

factories and assembly lines guided by such values as mass production and cos:

effect'veness, have influenced the design and practice of .11-terican education. Many

educators see "children as raw material to he stamped into shape, an empty urn into

which stuff called knowledge is to be poured" (O'Brien, 1989:360). Educators have

come to believe that improved learning comes about when what is to be learned can he
spelled out in objectives, which are statements that tell the teacher what to teLch and

the students what to learn. In science lassrooms, many teachers attempt to transmit to

passive students scientific knowledge mat consists largely of definitions, terminology, and

facts. Among these educators there is the assumption that a student's learning develops

from the sequential acquisition of skills and bits of information (Novak, 1988; Smith,
1989). It is assumed that the students must learn lower order information and skills

before they can engage in higher level problem solving. Because classroom time for
science is limited, few students ever 1,ave the opportunity to solve science problems.

A second view of learning takes a cognitive perspective and argues that educators

should focus on the mental constructs and organizational patterns that students develop

and which they use to guide their behavior. This emerging school of thoughtwhich

many researchers and educators call cognitive learning theory, or constructivism-

proposes that students actively learn and constantly cotistruct their world view (Resni

1983; Linn, 1986; Novak, 1988; Tobin, 1988).

This view of learning extends the development: ! perspective of Piaget by recognizing

that "learners build conceptual frameworks that are complex, highly organized. and

strongly tied to specific subject matter" (Linn, 1986:9) and by recognizing that dialogue

among children is an imps: tam strategy for encouraging them to consti u.:t new

conceptual frameworks. Although this view :s not markedly different from those
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espoused years ago by Jean Piaget and John Dewey, there is a growing body of

research that demonstrates the validity of the constructivist view (Anderson, 19871. This

research confirms the view that knowledge is stored as a network of conc pts ;n the

brain of the learner. Learners, thus, construct knowledge by making connections

between new information and their existing conceptual network (Peterson, Fenn-na,

and Carpenter, 1988). The constructivist view of learning is linked to three related

ideas: prior knowledge, student learning styles, and corcentration of teaching on depth

and understanding, rather than on breadth of coverage and knowledge of vocabulary.

Prior Knowledge

Using the constructivist paradigm, researchers have provided new insights into the

important role played by a student's prior knowledge (Linn, 1985; Anderson, 1987).

Bartlett (in Champagne and Hornig, 1987) and Ausubel (1963) found that meaningful

learning can occur when teachers present new ideas in familiar contexts. Only when

the students cannot relate new ideas to already familiar ones will they resort to

memorization and superficial lenning, which is soon forgotten. Furthermore, research

cited by Champagne and Hornig (1986) and that conducted vy Anderson and colleagues

(Anderson, 1987) demonstrates that students it ve understandings of science in ways not

congruent with viewpoints held by scientists. Driver (1983:3) refers to these incontr uen

views as alternative frameworks:

By the time children are taught science in school, their expectations or beliefs
about natural pheT:omena may be well developed. . . .They may be poorly
articulated but they provide a base on which formal learning can build. .

Such beliefs I shall refer to as "alternative frameworks" (p. 3).

Research indicates that students can cling to their erroneous viewpoints into adulthood

(Murnane and Raizen, 1988). How can educators help those studen develop new,

more sophisticated views )f scientific concepts and replace these erroneous viewpoints?
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It is naive for teachers to believe that they can transmit correct view:, ,;f..,cientitic

concepts to their students through the spoken and written word (Novak, 1988) Even

conducting a scient e demonst- 'ion designed to help tilt, students overcome an ex, ting

concept is probably not sufficient. Champagne and Hornig (. 1) note . at students

who observed such demonstrations ported ob....1-vations that were more losely aligned

with their existing viewpoints than with what actually happened. Learning that letds to

change conception takes time, because a student needs to compare and contrast new

information (sometimes presented by the teacher while at other times discovered

throagh inquiry) with an existing concept. With time and ample experien:::,s the

student gradually modifies or replaces the pre-existing idea with a new, more

sophisticated concept (Anderson, 1987). Teal,. :s have a re.ponsibility to select

appropriate, meaningful materials, but it is the student who must bring meaning to

those materials.

Depth as Opposed to Breadth

Research oa 0: importance of prior knowleke, alumg with the findinz.s that deeloping

a more sophisticated view of a concept takes t:ate, suggests that students should phrsue

a topic or a phenomenon in depth (Murnane and Raizen, 1988). Thus, teachcis should

not require the children to mechanically recite numerous comp!ex scientific concepts,

nor should the ;_achers burden the children with limner ,us definitions and

miscellaneous fact-. Rather, a topic, such as seeds-- its emphasis on such major

concepts as diversq, cycles, and change--should spm several weeks or longer. The

teacher should provide many oppurtunitie for the children to ask questions, to conduct

inciu:- es, and to formulaic scientific c'mcepts from their ter., anJ observations on

seeds. For many teachets, this long-rw,Le inr.roach represents a new view on "depth":

the focus is on a deep, r understanding of fewer top' Nall, than superficial coverage
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of many topics. The decrease in emphasis on facts and definitions should encourage

learners to construct meaning, rather than to simply catalog facts and pieces of

inform tion. "Less is more" is a guiding principle, for the learning mphasis should be

on qoality rather than quantity, on understanding rather than memorization (Arons,

1983). The emphasis on teaching science in :!pth rather than quickly and topi'vlly

recognizes the complex process of conceptual change, a process that r quires tilat

students may either have to relinquish prior knowledge or reorganize it so that their

work view embodies new ideas. Learning is not simply the accretion of new knowledge

or the absorption of new facts. Rather. it is an active process of construction, "the

making of connections between new inf wmation and the learner's existing network of

knowlt i.ge" (Peterson, Fennema, and Carpenter, 1988:43).

Ms. Lopez based her instruction on constructit ist psychology. She began the seals unit by asking the
children to help her make charts; one chart was for questions the children lavt about seeds, and
another chart vt rilled with statemonts. These charts provided her with information on her students'
prior knowledge, and she used this information to decii!e on activities appropriate for the unit, for
example, the seed walk Rather than focusLng on miscellaneous facts- and terminolog. Ms. Lopez
planned activities that caused the children to think more deeply about structure, functio, and dit
The unit spanned several weeks, which allowed the children to fully explore their reconstructions of
several concepts.

Learning Styles of Students

Some students Ho t out response, to quits ions before the te'clit.r tinish them. Odiers

may reflect on possible answers foi more than several seconds. -Some students learn

efftctively from lecturPs and readings, while others benefit from concrete and visual

approache3. All of these behaviors reflect what researchers call learning styles. The

concept of learning styles dates at least to Hippocrates, who identified four personality

types. In recent years, educational resear ers have refined our knowledge of learning

styles- -that is, the wF,ys we perceive, inter act Aith, and respond to the learning

c-vironment. Educators i-ue several models of learning std. from which to choose,
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including those of Dunn and Dunn; Gregoric-Butler; Hanson, Silver, and Strong: and

Bernice McCarthy (Kuerbis, 1986).

Children exhibit a wide variety of styles of learning Some can see the big picture, but

not the details. Others may have an opposite style of learning: they need to see the

trees first before they can envision the forest. Some children are sequential in then

style, while others are more global. All children '''play another aspt-t of learning

style--learning modalities. The teacher can present new science information through

several modes or modalities: Tactical, visual, or auditory. While most science teaching

uses a verbal mode through lectures and text readings, research suggests tliat "whenever

students were taught through resources or approaches that complemented their

modalities, they achieved significantly higher test scores" (Dunn and Dunn, 1987:59).

Clearly research on learning styles tells educators that children have diverse approaches

to learning. While the American educational system has been successful for the first

half of this century, traditional educational practick::, no longer meet the needs of a

population that is becoming increasingly diverse. In the past two decades, the country

has seen an increase in students affected by diorcr:s, chugs, am: teenvge pregnancies.

More of our scho( children are now drawn from homes in which English is a second

language (Hodgkinson, 1985). Research on learning styles begins to "point the way to

making instruct' n more responsive to your,;sters who do not learn and retain

information in ways that conventional education provides" (Dunn and Dunn, i9S7:55;.

Role of the Teacher

Elementary teachers have a special role they should take when implementing a

cu iculum framework that includes a constructivist model of learning, studying science

concepts in depth, and an emphasis on learning styles. Cnildren arrive at die doors of
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Teaches frequently take a dominant :ole in which they deliver science information

to children through lectures, demonstrations, and tex: readiqs Typically, they

choose topics with which they feel comfortable, usually in the life sci,.,nces rather

than the physical sciences. Teachers pay little attention to major organizing

principles in science when designing a program; they generally do not assess

students' conceptual understanding, nor do they direct their teaching toward

studen lever:, of understanding (Mullis and Jenkins, 1988; Novak, 1988).

111111111M INNEm

elementary school., curious about the natural and human-made worlds around them.

From an early age they ask questions that are inherently related to science: Why is the

sky blue? How big will I be when I grow ---? How come rocks sink and sticks don't?

Moreover, the children are unafraid to "mess about" as they becom-: familiar with

science and technology.

So often, textbooks and lectures suppress a child's natui al curiosity by limiting the time

for science and by restricting the child's exposure to science. Educators need to

nurture the curiosity that children bring to school. Educators need to begin with the

questions children have, and the need to recognize the specific belie;., and concepts

children hold. By helping thildren question their scit ntif:c concepts, teacher:, can help

children to seek greater depth of conceptual under:tanding. Thus, the role played by

the teacher can best be described as one of fa7iiitation.

Teacher as Facilitator

Teachers must feel comfortable with heir role, not as expert providers of kmiwledge,
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but as facilitators of learning. Teachers need to demystify science and change the

image many children have of the scientist as a man in a white coat who has all the

answers. Teachers can help the student,. feel confident and successful in science by

relating the science activities to the studems' personal lives.

As facilitators, teachers greatly influence the climate of the classroom. The, can model

the qualities they wish to encouragf- in their students by showing curiosity, awe, and

enthusiasm. The teacher also is the strategist who plans and provides materials. The

lessons must be appropriate for the age and developmental lf.vel of the Audent.,.

Allotting ample time for science activities also is part cf the instructional strategy.

Inquiry and discovery methods of teaching science actively involve the t. ;acher and

children in questioning their otervations of the natural and technological worlds.

Teachers and students should collaborate as co-learners. A.: the adult, the teacher is

coaching the students to probe and question the concept or prob:em at hand, and to

generate new questions that lead to further investigation. Quest:oning skills, including

ample wait-time, shou'd be consciously developed by teachers. In choosing instruct:oual

activities, the teachers must analyze whom they teach and consider their own personal

teaching style, the students' learning styles and abilities, and the dynamics of small

groups.

Do our assumptions about ;earning and the role of the teacher as facilitator require

that 0 learning must be through discovery? Lauren Resnick (Brandt, 1988:15), in

reviewing the new principles of constructivist learning tells us that the answer is ry, but

that, "it is not enough just to focus on making an excellent presentation...." Children

simply do not obtain the information the way a teacher says it. Resnick tells of

Leinhardt's research on expert mathematics teachers who are teaching regrouping ir,

subtraction. Even with a vet), clear explanation and the use of manipulati'ves, Leinhardt
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found children who had only a pal tial understanding, some who had misunderstandings,

and some who had constructed new explanations. Resnick concludes that "We have to

figure out how to teach in ways that do not just 'impart' knowledge, but instead help

students to construct their own interpretations." (Brandt, 1988:15) In this chapter t ie

panel describes, from a constructivist point of view, the roles of students and teachers

who actively implement an elementary science curriculum through a variety of

instructional approaches, and the students' roles,

Cooperative Learnin3. Children working collaboratively in small groups is an

inst.u,:ional approach that provides children the opportunity to verbalize what they

know and consider multiple viewpoints. Although constuctivism recognizes the

importance of each individual's construction of a conceptual view, research points out

that coo;fer ative learning effectively promotes stude: arning. Competitive learning, in

which students compete with each other for grades, nd individualistic learning, in which

students work independently, are less effective than cooperative learning. When they

contrast cooperative learning with both competitive and indiidualized instruction, the

Johnsons (1975:39) concluded that "it is cooperation that is most productive in creating

fruitful !earning climates and in promoting the accomplishment of most cognitive and

affective outcomes." Apparently, as the students construct their concepts, it is

important that they negotiate new understanding, with their peers and the teacher.

They must test their understandings against the understandings of others.

Cooperative learning is not the same as the small-group learning that many teachers

use. Rather, members of teams are assigned roles (for example, prIncipal investigator,

recorder, and materials manager) and rotate those roles so that members experience

the full range of respor, iiiiies within their group. Teachers should st. ucture the tasks

so that a spirit of positive interdependence develops. Children in :I groe: ,eed to feel

that they are responsible for their own learning, as well as that of their teammates. In
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addition, cooperative learning requires face-to-face interaction among students and

individual accountability for mastering the assi ied materials. Finally, teachers must

expect to hu:p the students develop the interpersonal and small-group skills required so

that the can interact successfully in a group.

Science instruction should employ all three mod..:s of instruction: competitive,

individualistic, and cooperative. Tea& can improve the effectiveness of their

instruction and ale quality of their stuaents' learning if they attend to the appropriate

uses of each mode. Competitive activities are good for practic.L:, recall, and review in

situations where students do not perceive that the goal is extremely important. In this

setting, the students can enjoy the activity regardless of winning or losing. Individual

activities are appropriate when the student must learn a specific skill or acquire specific

knowledge. Here, the goal is important to the student, who must take re.;ponsioility for

evaluating progress toward the goal. Cooperative learning is appropriate for such

activities as problem-solving, divergent thinking, and inquiry. Here, the goal is

important for the student and the group. The students need to interact positively, share

ideas and materials, support one another as they take risks, contribute to the group

effort, and capitalize on the diversity of views among the members of the group.

In view of the growing diversity of students, the growing evidence that substantiates the

importance of constructivist learning, and the value of an approach to the science

curriculum based on major concepts, the panel believes that teachers should frequently

use cooperative learning as a method of instruction in elementary science.

Ms. Lopez used cooperative learning groups extensively because she nod a dame
group of children (tad wanted them to share their cwrent constructions of several
concepts (for example, structure and function, diversity, change). But, she also used
other modes of instruction to help address the varying laming styles of her students.
She used large group instruction, for example, to allow the children to compare thPi:
viewpoints.
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Problem Solving and Laboratory Activities Problem-solving activities told promise

"because learners ar.:. provided experiences which approximate those of scientists

engaged in constructing knowledge of science" (Tobin, 1988:6). Of course, many

teachers have used hands-on, process-oriented activities with their students. But such

activities do not necessarily involve problem solving. When they studied worksheets and

e-,,ams associated with laboratory activates at the middle school level, Mergendoller and

colleagues 0988) found that many of the hands-on activities teachers used presented

the students with few cognitive cnallenges. The activities encouraged students to focus

on the trivial aspects of the content, instead of concentrating on strategies that would

encourage the students to reconstruct existing conceptual viewpoints. Problem solving

only exists when the learner is unclear about what needs to be done to arrive at a

solution. The teacher can pose tasks, but the: learners determine if the tasks are

problems (Tobin, 1988).

Ed"cators have much to learn about how to structure real laboratory tasks so that the

tasks become true problem-solving acti,-'ties that will engage the students :n actively

constructing new meaning between prior knowledge and newly acquired information.

Arnropriate problem-solving activities encourage the 1 irners to make the connections

between new information; which has been uncovered by solving the prnblertaq, and the

learners' existing network of knowledge. In mathematics, research !,as led to the

conclusion that "computational skills do not exist as lower order prerequisites for higher

order mathematical problem solving, but rather a .earned in relation to and as part of

problem sciving" (Peterson, Fennema, and Carpenter, 1988:43). Thus, mathematics

teachers should use problem soh ing to teach addition a d subtraction, rather than using

addition and subtraction to teach prob,cm solving. Althouvh we need to unCerstand

problem solving in the context of each subject (Brandt, 1988), he research on

elementary mathematics problem solving suggests that new science vocabulary, facts,

and such p ocess skills as observing and inferring, should ; e taught through problem-
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solving activities. Ms. Lopez, our ideal second grade teacher, employed just that

approach.

In Ms. Lopez's classroom, children began the seeds unit by generating
statements from their prior knowledge rout seeds and listing questions they had about
seeds. Both the seed walk and the planting of their seeds led the children to generate
problems 'hat they could solve. In the process of acting on self-generated problems,
Ms. Lopez was able to judicinusly introduce the children to new information,
vo.:abulary, and interesting facts about seeds, as well as several process skills that
encouraged the children to link the new knowledge to that which they already
possessed.

Tex")ooks and Lectures. As we noted early in this paper, about two-thirds of primary

teachers (K-3) and 90 percent of intermediate grade level (4-6) teachers use science

textb"oks. Similarly, lecturing dominates elementary science teaching (Weiss, 1987;

Mullis and Jenkins, 1988). If we should not expect children to discover all learning by

themselves, then is there a place for tt. books and lecture:, within the constructivist

learning paradigm?

An important component of constructivism is the active involvement of the learners who

construct their own interpretations of knowledge. As Resnick (Brandt, 1988:15) points

Out, "Comprehension takes place when the speaLi ,,rid the listener construct a

,ommon space' of representation." A icat,:ier can be sure that no child will receive the

information presented in a lecture precisely as it was transmitted. Most children will

get some portion of the information, w' le a few will receive a garbled message and a

few will go beyond the information the teacher delivered (Brandt, 1988).

Textbooks and their printed transmittal of information have produced from students the

sane learning results as lectures, even though publishers have attempted to present

scientific information in innovative ways. In an attempt to increase students'

comprehension of textbooks, publishers have improved the sequential nature of the text

material, have provided vocabulary lists at the beginning of each section, have
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emphasized by bold lettering new vocabulary in the text pages, and have proN,ided

questions at the end of sections. Unfortunately, the students have responded by rotely

learning the new inf )rmaion, by focusing only on the appropriate Keyword id a

question, by searchir, :or the word in the text, and by copying the sentences taw

contain the word. Textbooks, as currently written and as used by most teachers, do not

encourage the students to interpret the new information in light of their prior

knowledge, and consequently the students do not improve their conceptual

understandings.

The structure and format of textbooks must change. In a recent study of elementary

science textbooks, the authors report that many textbooks, including the ones most

commonly found in schools, are characterized by high numbers of content dorm is and

new vocabulary. For example, this country's most widely adopted program introduces

third graders to 15 content domains (fcr example, animals, tools, machines) and 243

new vocabulary words. Furthermore, "the programs with the greatest amount of

content also had far more teacher-directed activities" (Meyer, Crummey, and Greer,

1988:460). Although the programs reviewed by these authors displayed great variation

in the amount of content presented, the panel's own review of textbooks led to the

conclusion that current textbooks emphasize coverage of material, rather than student

understanding. The proceedings of a recent national conference on improving

textbook:, (,Educational Development Center, 1987) recommended that a textbook

program should do three, things.

Get students ready to learn new information.

Actively engage students in integrating and organizing new info, !nation

and old information.

Accommodate the students' div,..rsity and tap their strengths and atere,ts

when helping them extend new knowledgc.
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This three-phase approach is similar tc the instructional model proposed later in this

chapter.

Teachers need to use textbooks differently than they do currently. The constructivist

paradigm suggeqs that students need time and frequent ,pportunities to read, to

discuss new words and ideas with peers (for example, in cooperative learning groups),

and to relate that information to what they currently know. For example, as we point

out !ater in this chapter, the students can profit from readings after they have initially

explored a topic. In addition, teachers should use text materials to help students link

the new information to the students' knowledge.

How teachers use, prepare, and deliver information must also change. I'or the,

constructivist, "Language is not a means of transporting conceptual structures from

teacher to student, but rather a means of interacting that allows the teacher here and

there to constrain and thus guide the cognitive com,ruction
1/4 J the students" (von

Glaserfeld, in Tobin, 1988:12). Yet, a dear lecture can he the basis for learning,.

provided that the students have time to reflect on the new information and link it to

their existing Knowledge and to problems they are solving. Mary Budd Rowe's 20 y.!ars

or so )f research on wait -tame substantiates the importance of Musing about duce

seconds after questions and after responses (Rowe, 1983). 1 his permits the students to

integrate the new information into their existing knowledge. Tobin (19 M) found that

longer periods of silence effectively improved elementary and middle olio)] students'

achievement when compared to teachers who used wait times f about one -half second,

Rowe (1983) found that learning increased when high school teachers provided about

two minutes of time every ten minutes for reflection and discussion. Clearly. pros 'ding

the students with ample time to think about and interpret new informa'ion, impoves

the effectiveness of ectures. The panel agrees with David I lawkins who summarizes
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the case for instruction through lectures and textbooks:

Past experience must indeed be somehow summarized, must ;.-. Joint way be
put in soluble capsules; it cannot be relived in its totality. If we had to relive
all past errors and discoveries, it would be a commitment to absurdity. A
part--indeed a major part--of the structuring of our minds must come from
instruction. But this obvious statement leads much too easily to notions that
are, I believe, radically false. Instruction by a teacher fails without a
matching construction by the learner, inducticn without spontaneity, words
without things. The lecture or the textbook passage that succeeds is one that
meets an appercept;on well prepared. When we merely surrender to the
textbooks, we surrender defeat (Haw d ,, 1983:73).

In this sectk we have described several instructional activities from the coustructiv',t

perspective. The construe mist understands the importance of learners constructing ne.

understandings. This n contrast to those educators who believe , ..., the transmission

of scientific facts is of paia )unt importance. These educators disdain cooperative

learning and problem-solving strategies, for they view these activities as inking an

inordinate amount of time. Constructivists, on the other hand, value these approaches

for they are congruent with the researa, which demonstrates that students need time to

think, that students benefit from comparing and contrasting points of N'iew, and that

students must have opportunities to expel ience hands-on, mentally engaging oc ti\ ities.

Children bring to new experiences that teachers have ormided a n :uuAelous diversity of

understanding. These understandings they Ime brought from preious experience: :in

past assimilation from adult and peer associations. The teachers' role is to help the

children sort and rectify this knowledge. 'the art of tt.aching, :iccording to I lawkill ,

(1983:74), "is that of observing and listening, of searching for clues, and of then

providing that which may steady and further :1 budding curiosity, or failing. may lead to

further clues." Teaching, then, is as profoundly inductie as the children's own learning,

and thus implies another role for the teacher.
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Teacher as Assessor

Assessment is an important and integral part of teaching and learning (St. john, 1987).

It is especially important within the constructivist paradigm, for how are teachers to

know what questions to ask of students, what new experiences and information to

provide, and how much time may be required for the children to interpret new

information and integrate it with prior knowledge? The Center's companion document,

"Assessment in Elementary School Science Education" (1989), presents an extensive

discussion of issues in assessment, in assessment of learning, and in assessment of

program quality. In this section, we'described how assessment can serve instruction.

The panel urges the readers to consult the companion document for a detailed

discussion of issues surrounding the role of assessment in K-6 science education. All

science educators should be concerned about assessment for four reasons.

1. Assessment can be a very helpful ',col for guiding instruction and making it more

effective.

2. Assessment can impress on students, school staff, and parents the importance of

science learning.

3. Assessment can be used as a policy cool for monitoring the outcomes of science

instruction and helping improve science programs.

4. For good or ill, assessment can exert a powerful influence on curriculum and

instruction.

As mandates for assessment grow, it becomes imperative to establish correspondence

between the goals of science education, the curriculum, and the test, and to establish

other means of assessment that might be used for correlating what children have

learned and accomplished in science. Assessments must support the teaching of

professionals like Ms. Lopez, not undermine them.
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Iaea lly, teachers like Ms. Lopez use tests for a variety of reasons, including: (1) finding

out about the students' prior knowledge so that they can help studerts build upon those

conceptions; (2) establishing, after a period of instruction, what the students have

learned so they can shape subsequent teaching; (3) placing the students in productive

learning groups; (4) motivating the students to attend to assigned materials; (5)

communicating to the students the teachers' expectations of what they are to learn; and

(6) documenting what the students have learned in order to inform them, their parents,

and subsequent teachers of individual and group progress.

At best, assessment can be a powerful tool for focusing instruction and providing the

teacher with valuabie information on how to increase learning. If assessment is

thoughtfully incorporated into instruction, it can provide teachers with the feedback they

need.

Unfortunately, few teachers use assessment as we have just described. Instead, they use

written tests at the end of textbook chapters rather than informal assessments. They

use information gatheied from these tests to determine grades for students, rather than

use assessment information to serve instruction. Much of the information teachers need

to guide their instruction should come not froin formal tests, but from informal

classroom observations. Teachers need to attend systematically to these observations,

perhaps by jotting down observations on file cards at the end of a day. Teachers

should scientifically observe the childrer. By observing children over a period of time

and by listening carefully to conversations children have with each other and with the

teacher, the teacher makes informal assessments reliable and valid.

Formal assessments also need to be reliable and valid. discouragingly, few tests that

teachers make are reliable or valid, and the teachers extensively use written tests to

assess observing,inferring, and problem-solving skills. Tobin (1988) has noted that

The desirability of using a range of techniques is based on an assumption



that much of the knowledge acquired in a hands-on and minds-on science
program is tacit and has not been verbalized. Accordingly, although students
can apply certain knowledge when they do science, they cannot necessarily
reproduce that knowledge in verbal form on a pencil and paper test or in a
discussion with the teacher (p.15).

Science educators and teachers need to develop valid assessment tools that are

measures of practical and problem solving skills. Moreover, teachers need tests that de-

emphasize facts and encourage students to search for connections between their prior

knowledge and new information.

As we saw in Ms. Lopez's classroom, assessment serves both a formative and a

summative process and uses methods that range from the informal +.7, the formal.

Ongoing monitoring to find out what students know and the ability to use this
monitoring as a basis for shaping instruction is woven throughout Ms. Lopez's
instructional activities about the seeds--at the individual, group and class levels. For
example, individual students were asked to keep journals--ongoing records not only of
student ability to make observations and communicate information, but of growth in
concepts and understanding about seeds. In addition to each student's written record,
the "What We Know About Seeds" chart was updated at regular intervals. Thus, after
each activity, the students were encouraged to add to the chart--not only a variety of
facts about seeds, but understandings related to the nine organizing principles that
structure the elementary science curriculum in Ms. Lopez's school. For example, even
initially after bringing in the seeds and surveying the class's collection, the students
might have noticed that there are many different kinds of seeds (diversity) or that
sometimes it is hard to tell what is and isn't a seed (organization) or that seeds grow
into plants (change, systems).

Ms Lopez had many additional opportunities for evaluating growth of
understanding for individual students or groups of students. Each student gave an oral
presentation about a seed which had been found and examined, and each participated
in a group that was asked to write about graphs and shared in whole-class activities
in which each student questioned or issued a statement that revealed an indication of
progress (or lack of progress). Ms, Lopez was interested in several different types of
understanding: Did the children develop an understanding of the role of seeds and
food for animals and h.imans? More important, did they develop and understanding
of some of the nine principles that had been illustrated through the study of seeds?
Were they more adept at using a lens and at measuring length, weight, and volume?
And did they develop some sense of systematic observation, recording, and analysis of
data as they collected seeds, organized their collection, and germinated the seeds? As
Ms. Lopez kept notes on the profess of individual children and the class as a whole,
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she developed the source materials that would enable her to make more formal
assessments to be reported in report cards, to parents, and--for the class as a whole- -
to Mr. Saidowski, the third grade teacher.

A Teaching Model

The panel suggests that the instructional framework--methods for teaching and learning

science -- should parallel the methods scientists and engineers use to uncover new

knowledge and solve problems.

The proposed instructional framework is a template which teachers can use to design

daily lesson plans and weekly (or longer) unit plans. The panel intends that the

framework will help ensure that science teaching and learning embodies multiple

approaches to learning (tantamount to the experiences of active scientists and

engineers), so that learners are asking questions, experimenting, and communicating

their new knowledge to colleagues. The students also should have the opportunity and

responsibility to act on newly reformulated knowledge and to ask new questions. The

framewoiti should suggest to teachers and students that science and technology, as fields

of study and human endeavor, are dynamic. The framework reinforces the generative

nature of science and technology: questions and problems lead to tentative

explanations and solutions and in turn generate new questions and prol-,ems (refer to

Figure 1).

Components of the Teaching Model

The proposed teaching model is based on four stages characteristic of the approach

taken by practicing professionals in science and technology when they lea' n and apply

new skills and information within their fields (Figure 2). The descriptive labels for each

stage are dynamic, as is the proposed cyclic nature of the model. The instructional

model further clarifies for the instructor the dynamic process that is science and
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emphasizes that although single lessons or units of study may have a beginning

(invitation) and an end (taking action), any new skills or knowledge will inevitable lead

to new invitations and, therefore a continuation of the cycle.

To help the reader better understand the model, we describe what might occur at each

of the four designated stages. Figure 3 lists key activities that might characterize each

of the stages. These stages represent activities that practicing scientists and engineers

might engage in as they learn: The states, therefore, parallel suggested activities. The

instructional framework incorporates the instructor as an active participant in the

learning process and provides a guideline for the teacher's learning as well as the

students' learning, because most elementary teachers have limited foimal training in

science. In fact, the panel considers the model to be universal in describing any

learning in science and technology, including learning by professional scientists, teachers.

and students. The model is applicable in both classroom and laboratory settings as well

as in less formal settings, such as the home, a park, museums, nature centersliterally

any place where an invitation to learning may be recognized and accepted.

Invitation. The beginning of any learning process in science and technology is

characterized by an invitation. In general terms, the invitation originates with d

question about the natural world (science) or a problem in, human adaptation

(technology). Mot_ specifically, an invitation may be quite spo:-.taneoussuch as a

student discovering an empty eggshell in the park--or it may be elicited by a

demonstration of a discrepant event. In both cases, questions emerge immediately, the

children and the teachers are observing together, and the stage is set for further

investigation. It is important to remember that invitations must engage the learner.

Therefore the learner must understand the event, question, or problem well enough to

begin actively thinking about the question or problem. If the question, or problem, is

not one the students are curious about, or one they initiated, or one they want to
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address or solve, then further engagement will be difficult and likely will not result in

anything but rote learning (Hawkins, 1983).

Invitations can be made to the entire class. For example, to encourage the children to

embark on a study of water organisms and environmental issues, the teacher might

bring in a sample of pond water and ask the question, What lives in a drop of pond
water?

Because recognizing and accepting invitations involve choice, this is a stage in the

process to which the teacher should return often. Making new choices based on new

opportunities is something that easily excites K-6 students and will quickly create a

classroom of eager learners. Figure 3 lists suggested activities that are characteristic of

this beginning stage of the model.

Exploration, Discovery, Creativity. This stage of the teaching model builds upon and

expands the science learning initiated by an investigation. At this point, it is critical

that children have access to materials and that they have ample opportunities to

observe, to collect data, to begin organizing information, and to think of additional

experiments that they might try. The stage is characterized by a strong element of

constructive play or informal investigation in which the children try one approach with

the materials, share their findings with each other, and try another experiment. They

might use analogies or visual imagery to help them think about the new concepts that

they are encountering. They begin to explore how new information gained from their

investigations relates to previous experiences and their current level of understanding.

The teacher is a co-learner and also a facilitator who chooses materials and activities

that are likely to lead the children to new discoveries and information. The teacher

observes with the children and asks questions with them. The stage permits a model of
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many of the responses, such as awe, enthusiast., curiosity, and the temporary

suspension of judgement thai are characteristic of scientists. The teacher also can

informally assess the children's developing understanding of a concept and pose

questions that motivate the children to investigate further and try to link the new

findings to their current formulations of a concept. Figure 3 lists possible activities for

this stage of the teaching model.

Proposing Explanations and Solutions. In this stage, the learners continue to refine

their developing understanding of a concept. They construct a new view of the concept

by integrating their current conception with new information, which they have gained

through their explorations and discoveries. The children then analyze data that they

began to organize in the preceding stage and consider alternate interpretations

prepared by classmates and the teacher. New explanations can be developed jointly

with the teacher and peers by sharing information and actively listening to one

another's proposed explanations. Cooperative learning is an important part of the

teaching and learning approach. The students, guided by the teacher, may decide to

perform additional investigations, usually more focused than those they conducted

earlier. The results of these experiments will help resolve conflicts that children have

between their previous understanding of a concept and a newly emerging view. Each

learner, with the assistance of the teacher, brings new meaning to a concept. This

cooperation between students and the teacher is an opportunity for the teacher

model qualities that characterize scientists: proposing ..nd accepting alternative points of

view, listening and questioning, persistence in seeking solutions, and working together

cooperatively. Figure 3 lists activities that are 'laracteristic of this stage of the teaching

model.

Taking Action. Once the students have constructed a new view of a concept, they are

usually ready to act on that new level of understanding. Figure 3 lists possible ways in
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which they can take action and demonstrate that they have truly integrated the newly

discovered information and proposed solution: into their existing framework of

understanding. They might defend a point of view before the class or write a letter to

a local authority. Their new level of understanding may, and frequently does, lead to

new questions that provide the foundation for new explorations and subsequent

refinement of conceptual understanding. The teacher's role is to encourage the

students to take action through the teaching examples listed in Figure 3 and to assist

the students in transferring their new knowledge to other fields of study. The teacher

also can assess, informally and founally, each student's new levels of understanding and

gauge the effectiveness or the science program. This will help the teacher plan future

activities appropriate t3 a student.

In a classroom study on pona water, for example, the students' new understanding of

diversity and the intricate relationships of a pond ecosystem may lead them to greater

appreciation for, and understanding of, the factors that affect a pond. The students

might debate the merits of various methods for maintaining a pond's ecological balance;

they might write to a local council to argue that sources of pollution should be

stemmed, or explore how proposed measures of controlling pollution might affect the

local community beyond the immediate pond that they are studying.

Ms. Lopez's unit on seeds began with the children generating both questions and
statements about seeds. This approach closely resembles the first stage of the
instructional model -- invitation. The seed walk the next day is an example of an
activity that allows the children to explore and discover--the second stage of the
teaching model. During the next few days, the children engage in a number of
activities, many of which allow the children to explore further. Some activities,
however, also engage the children in the third stake of the model--proposing
explanations and solutions. Here, Ms. Lopez takes an active role in posing questions
that cause the children to rethink their current beliefs about seeds and several of the
concepts upon which they have been focusing. Toward the end of the unit the children
are posing questions of their own--setting the stage for additional explorations.
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Other Models

The teaching model stated previously guides teachers as they construct their

instructional programs. The teaching model parallels the model of science and

technology provided in Figure 1, and it is compatible with the concepts of science and

technology presented earlier in this chapter. As with any model, the panel's teaching

model fails to capture fully the rich complexity of scientific and technological methods.

The model's stages are presented sequentially so that the model can be more easily

interpreted; naturally, the practicing scientist rarely, if ever, follows the model step-by-

step. In Figure 2, the illustration, with its arrows and possible loops, illustrates the

complex nature of scientific investigations. In the classroom, after initial engagement,

the children and the teacher may engage in exploratory investigations, propose tzntative

solutions, and explore concepts several times before coming to the last step, taking

action.

The teaching model is compatible with some models of teaching and learning, such as

those currently under development at the Education Development Center (EDC) and

the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS). The EDC framework for

instructional strategies has four phases:

1. Engaging. fhe teacher prooes the students' prior knowledge, motivates

the students, sets goals, and starts experiments. Children ask Why? What

is it to me? and What are the goals and expectations? They begin to

interact with materials.

2. Exploring and Discovering. The teacher is a facilitator who observes,

mediates, and assesses. Students experiment, observe, record and

interpret data as they solve probler.s. At this stage, students work in

cooperative groups and share materials, coach and monitor each other,

and report findings..
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3. Processing for Meaning. Together, students and teachers question,

hypothesize, analyze data, build models, clarify concepts, bring closure and

apply new knowledge in other contexts.

4. Evaluating. Students apply, integrate, extend, and question their

knowledge. The teacher evaluates how the students' concepts, process

skills, and attitudes have changed and judges the program's effectiveness

in promoting changes in students' concepts.

The BSCS model of teaching and learning is an outgrowth of the three-phased learning

cycle proposed by J. Myron Atkin and Robert Karplus (1962) in the early 1960s and

later used in the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS). In more recent years,

science educators Anton Lawson, Michael Abraham, and John Renner (1989) have

further refined the original Atkin-Karplus learning cycle. In many ways their models

parallel the Center's teaching model. As currently envisioned, the BSCS model has five

phases:

1. Engagement. Activities in this phase mentally engage the student with an

event or question. Engagement activities help the students make

connections with what they know and can do.

2. Exploration. The students work with each other to explore ideas through

hands-on activities. Under the guidance of the teacher, they clarify their

own understanding of major concepts and skills.

J. Explanation. The students eve.' in their understanding of the concepts and,

processes they are learning. The teacher clarifies the students'

understanding and introduces new concepts and sv;11s.

4. Elaboration. Activities in this phase challenge the students to apply what

they have learned, to build on their understanding of concepts, and to

extend their knowledge and skills.
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J. Evaluation. The students assess their knowledge, skills, and abilities.

These activities also allow teachers to evaluate a student's progress.

In contrast to these models stands the Instructional Theory Into Practice (ITIP) model

developed by Madeline Hunter (1983). The panel believes that the ITIP model

contradicts what is known about how learners develop new conceptual understand'ngs in

science. Rather, the ITIP model appears to be more conducive to instruction that

focuses on giving information to the students and drill-and-practice methods for

developing the students' skills. Conversely, the proposed teaching model, which is

based on a constructivist view, is designed to teach the children a knowledge base,

scientific attitudes, and scientific thinking and problem-solving skills within the context

of active conceptual development.

The ability of the panel's proposed teaching model (Figure 2) to incorporate models,

such as those used by current, major curriculum development efforts in elementary

science, demonstrates the robustness of the teaching model, and the power of "science

as a way of knowing" as a framework for instruction and curriculum. The frameworks

we have presented in this chapter and the previous one have significant implications for

teachers. The Center's companion report, "Teachers and Teaching in Elementary

Science Education" (Loucks-Horsley, et al., 1989) details the changes in the education

of beginning and experienced teachers that are necessary if schools are to implement

the findings and recommendations of this report on curriculum and instruction. We

turn now to a brief summary of the changes in the development of teachers that are

necessary to implement the frameworks for curriculum and instruction.
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INSTRUCTIONAL FRAMEWORK: RECOMMENDATION

A child's prior experience and knowledge of science and technology provide an

essential foundation upon which teachers can base a science program and

instructional strategies. At the primary level, teachers should build upon the

children's natural curiosity about the world and help them develop the organizing

concepts (e.g., change, systems) of the curriculum framework. At the intermediate

grades, more attention can be given to activities designed to develop the children's

growing understanding of concepts of science and technology. Throughout the

elementary years, schools and teachers must provide settings that ?Bow children to

reconstruct and refine their view of the world through active, reflective approaches

to science as a way of knowing.

To "learn science by doing science," Children need experience with a variety of

strategies and materials, rather than merely reading about science or performing

experiments that only confirm the information they have read. Moreov :r,

instructional variety is important if we are to meet the learning needs of a school

population that is rapidly becoming diverse in terms of learning style and cultural

backgrounds.
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The programs we envision will provide all children with ample opportunities to

experience the natural wcrld directly and to construct refined concepts of the world

through discussions with their peers and teachers.

We recommend that schc Dls and teachers frame their instruction around a teaching

model that reflects how scientists and engineers know their worlds.

Teaching Model

Invitation. This stage initiates the instructional sequence. The object of the
invitation phase is to engage the learner with a question, problem, or event related
to the concepts or skills of the learner.

Explorations, Discoveries, Creations. This stage provides students with experiences
that will help them to begin answering the questions and solving the problems
presented i... the lesson. Most of the activity is limited by materials that the
teacher provides.

Proposing Explanations and Solutions. This stage allows the students to express
their explanations and solutions. It is also a time for the teachers to introduce
concepts and vocabulary.

Taking Action. This stage completes the instructional sequences by having the
students do something with the knowledge and skills they have developed.
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Developmeit of Teachers

The task for teachers in implementing the panes recommendations is immense. How

can they manage it all? Not surprisingly, there is no simple answer: Successful

implementation will require several significant changes in the preparation of new

teachers and the continuing development of experienced teachers. In this section, we

briefly describe some proposed changes. In the chapter that follows. we describe part

of a necessary support system: the classroom environment teachers require to

implement a successful science program.

Teachers are the primary variable in the educational system. We emphasize that every

elementary teacher can teach science. It .s time to banish the notion that only science

specialists are capable of teaching science and that only the best students can

understand the organizing principles and u.iuerlying concepts of science and technology.

If all teachers are to incorporate the recommendations on curriculum and instruction

contained in this report, then major changes in the development of new and

experienced teachers will be necessary. Although the Center's panel on teachers and

teaching recommend that there be better continuity between preservice and inservice

education, they recommend changes across three phases of teacher development: early,

middle, and later.

The early phase (preservice) of teacher development should include:

A major in a discipline (in science, for science specialists).

Coursework in one or more sciences that allows teachers to experience

science the way it ought to be taught.

An introduction to child learning and development that is simultaneously

experiential and theory-based, and to the contextual factors that influence

learning and teaching, such as cultural and community differences.
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A major change in the science courses that prospective elementary teachers take should

have the following features (Champagne, in preparation):

They should teach science in the way that it is practiced, that is, pursuing

real questions about the natural world and incorporating investigative

methods with knowledge of the important facts and concepts of the

discipline.

They should be interdisciplinary in that they relate their particular field to

related fields (for example, a chemistry course would bring in physics,

math, biology).

They should ground the discipline in its philosophical assumptions and

historical context.

They should help the students relate the content to societal issues.

A course that had these features would do the following:

Spend relatively more time on fewer concepts than traditional courses,

and, as Arons (1983) says, "back off, slow up, cover less, and give students

a chance to follow and absorb the development of a small number of

major scientific ideas at a volume and pace that make their knowledge

operative rather than declarative (p. 97)."

Require close collaboration with professors of other disciplines, including

those outside the natural sciences (e.g., history and philosophy).

Prepare people with basic facts and principles of the science and some

thinking skills so that when they want additional information about the

science, they have the necessary data base and skills to access it.

The middle phase of teacher development focuses lin teaching and includes the

following:

Development of a repertoire of teaching strategies that apply knowledge

of science and of child learning and development.
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Opportunities to practice these teaching strategies with guidance and

feedback in situations that gradually change from ideal, one-child, low

constraint to real classroom situation.

Special attention to science teaching and materials.

Assumption of classroom responsibilities under supervision, also known as

student teaching or internship.

Supported induction activities.

Activities throughout this phase require opportunities for inteastve, exemplary

experiences in classroom settings where theoretical constructions can be integrated into

the real world.

The later phase of teacher development calls for flexible, adaptable teacher

development systems and strategies. Effective staff development for experienced

teachers has three ingredients:

Knowledge about science, science learning, and science teaching.

Strategies to help teachers develop and incorporate that knowledge into

their teaching.

Structures that involve teachers in decisions about their learning and

create an environment in which new knowledge is supported and renewed.

If educators make the changes outlined above, then teachers can begin to successfully

implement this report's recommended curriculum and instruction frameworks. These

changes in the development of teachers, however, must also be matched by changes in

the educational environment in which teachers work. In the next chapter, we present

the panel's recommendations for changes in the educational environment.
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VI. EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

The educational environment has an important impact on elemer'ary school science

studies. The environment of science education in the classroom, therefore, should be

dynamic. Unless they pose a safety hazard, equipment should be part of displays that

pertain to science. Teaching and learning for an inquiry oriented program requires a

spacious room with seating arrangements conducive to a variety of instructional

approaches, such as individual work, hands-on laboratories, peer discussion, cooperative

learning, and large-group presentations.

We encourage teachers to consider the science classroom as a learning community.

Here, the students can learn from textbooks, from visiting guests and teachers, from

evidence the students have collected while working with science materials and naturai

objects, and from communicating with each other and their teacher (Jones, 1987).

We usually think of the classroom as the main influence in science education, but

recent research suggests that out-of-school activities are highly correlated with science

(Fraser, in Penick, 1982). Experiences outside the classroom are essential to the

curriculum. By using a variety of media, the children expand thir imagination and

have extended opportunities to apply a concept or skill.

The panel recommends that teachers use the community as a classroom and laboratory.

Museums, nature centers, zoos, and wildlife reserves are ideal extensions of the

classroom. The panel also encouragf.s use of these extensions to make learning

personally meaningful for the child. To maximize learning situations, the teacher should

give ample preparation for the goals and purposes of these experiences.

Communication, in the form of discussions, writing, reading, and thinking, will help
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teachers and students answer the questions: Where are we going? Why are we going

there? and What will we learn?

The home is another influential setting in which to learn science. Parental involvement

and television are methods of promoting science learning. Homework is a valuable

complement to classroom instruction, particularly if it is checked and discussed within

the family (Murnane and Raizen, 1988).

Facilities and Eipment

To teach science in the elementary school classroom requires good teaching and good

hands-on materials. A teacher also needs plenty of space, tables or desks with ample

surface area, running water, and electrical outlets. When these things are not in the

classroom, elementary teachers need to make the most of the resources that are

available within the school and community, inc-uding the physical plant, surrounding

grounds, and human services.

A teacher who uses the proposed frameworks will need to depend on a well-maintained

facility. The availability and maintenance of equipment, media, and supplies should be

Aequate to support the program's requirements (Pratt, 1981). Systems should exist to

provide materials, collect and replenish materials for the next use, and offer assistance

in getung unique materials for interested students and teachers (Pratt, 1981). The

school should have allocations for a reasonable collection of science-related children's

books in the school library (Huff, et al., in Penick and Bame, 1988).

Within each classroom, a setting should be maintained that allows for flexible seating

arrangements and provision of water, fresh air, and like resources. Within the school,

there should be space that allows for display of science activities, storage of materials
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and unfinished projects, and interest centers on science topics under study (Pratt, 1981).

Outside the school, creative teachers can compensate for the lack of facilities and

equipment. The concepts of the proposed framework can be applied to any setting: a

teacher does not need a designated natural area near the school to teach change,

diversity, or systems. In urban settings, the teacher may emphasize technology over the

natural world to make the curriculum more relevant to the children's lives.

Communities have resources, such as people, museums, nature centers, zoos, industries,

and farms (Penick, 1982). A teacher who uses these resources must make an extra

effort to make the experience meaningful, but the cooperation from community groups

is usually easily obtained and the rewards for the children are substantial.

Instructional Materials

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: STATUS

Science textbook series are the dominant instructional materials in elementary

schools. Textbooks focus on learning about science rather than encouraging

active involvement by students. Subjects are fragmented in most textbooks.

Textbooks emphasize description, explanation, and identification, and generally

neglect higher order processes, such as interpretation, evaluation, analysis, and

synthesis (Blosser, 1986; Weiss, 1977; Weiss, 1988; Jacobson, 1986; Boyer, 1988).

The use of materials in the proposed program will encompass a variety of resources

usually overlooked in elementary science classrooms. The orientation of the program

requires materials that are both reusable and consumable. Many of these matei ials will
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have multiple uses and benefits across the curriculum, including art, social studies,

health, and other disciplines. The program will likely require some unique materials.

Students who are using the program will interact physically with instructional materials

through handling, cooperating, or practicing; the materials will provide greater realism

or concreteness (Holdzkom and Lutz, 1984). The program will help the teachers

integrate manipulative and visual stimuli with printed matter.

The use of materials will require attention to classroom management, school and

district-wide inventory, and financial support. The school budget should provide money

for materials, equipment, and books in sufficient quantities to enable all students to

have hands-on experience. Teachers should have access to petty cash funds to buy

consumable materials. Also needed are funds for staff development in science,

transportation costs for trips into the community, and resources for replacing science

supplies on a regular basis (Huff, et al., in Penick and Bame, 1988). St Iools should

look to science centers and other regional resources to help promote student interaction

with exhibits and laboratory experiences that cannot be duplicated in the classroom.

TI,e creative use of both formal and informal instructional resources should be a part of

this curriculum. Educational TV programs, for example, can be used as topic

introductions, surveys, or motivating extensions,
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Instructional Technology

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY: STATUS

While schools continue to acquire microcomputers and similar technologies,

research indicates that teachers make little use of the equipment to enhance

their instruction. Typically, science students spend fewer than 15 minutes per

week working with computers. Moreover, research indicates a need to study

ways to improve education in science through information technologies (Bybee

and Ellis, 1989; Weiss, 1987; Educational Technology Center, 1988).

Technology pervades the children's world, and can be used selectively to enhance the

learning process. There are several functions of technology for instruction in the

classroom, including the use of computers for organization, presentations, simulations,

and data collection. Computer technology can also help the teacher to simplify grade

books, to produce posters and banners, to provide access to word processing, and to

deal with other classroom management problems.

Schools need to budget for the use of technology in the classroom. First, training must

be paid for. Second, someone must keep track of the hardware and software, as well

as evaluate new products and recommend purchases. Third, the cost of hardware

repairs and service contracts must be budgeted for.

Most schools have technologies consisting of chalkboards, overhead projectors, movie

and slide projectors, and televisions. While taking these technologies into account, the

proposed framework should accommodate the newer technologies, such as computers,

video/VCR, and camcorders. In addition, the curriculum should be ready to
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incorporate the newest technologies, such as hyper-card reterence, microcomputer-

based laboratories, and interactive video.

Bybee and Ellis (1989) have outlined recommendations for the appropriate use of

information technologies in elementary science programs. Their recommendations are

divided into two categories--microcomputer courseware and video courseware.

Microcomputer Courseware

There are several types of courseware, depending upon its instruction!! purpose. Below

are descriptions of the major types.

Information Processing. Here, students use the microcomputer to ente store, revise,

and print hard copy of text. Al, information processor should have the :xtended

abilities to process and present both tabular, graphics, and audio inform, tion; to insert

figures, charts, pictures, graphs, text, and audio into a computer program and to accept

text, data, graphics, and audio from other utilities (for c:cample, scanner, ideo disc, and

microcomputer-based laboratories). The information processor should injude the

functions typically found in spreadsheet, database, statistical analysis, and graphing

programs.

Microcomputer-based- Laboratory (MBL). With an MBL, students can use the

microcomputer to gather, store, display, manipulate, and analyze data. MBL software

and hardware packages will process data collected through probes and sensors. The

students can measure temperature, sound, light, pressure, distance, resistance, voltage,

heart rate, blood pressure, and electro-dermal activity. The microcomputer can stoce

and display all data the students gather from the probes and sensors. Data gathered b)
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the MBL package can control the operation of the modelers, interactive

videodisc, and simulation packages described below.

Telecommunications. This involves transferring information from one site to another

using microcomputers linkei via cables, telephone lines, sataite communication

systems, or a combination of the three. The telecommunications package should enable

students to searcn large databases and information networks (fc'r example,

CompuServe) and to share information about their own investigations (for example,

Kids Network). By participating in the social enterprise of science, students can enhance

their understanding of the natnre of science.

Systems Modeler. A systems modeler should be available to enable students and

teachers to express their thoughts about how systems work. The user can construct a

structural diagram of the compo. nts of a single system and define the

interrelationships among the con, t nts. System modelers can teach cause-and-effect

relationships a: the systems approach in modeling such phenomena as a food web,

population growth, digestion, sexually transmitted diseases, and soil erosion. In so,--t

cases, the systems modelers will present students with a simulation of a system and its

model. The students can then manipulate the inputs and explore the relationships

among the components of the system.

Simulations. Microcomputer courseware should also include simulations for imitating

imaginary or real phenomenon. The students will have opportunities to provide input,

perhaps from a list of options, or to manipulate objects that the program graphically

represents on the screen. The input requested of the student will simulate the activities

that scientists do and actively involve the students in learning science.
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Tutorials. An intelligent tutor should be a component of the information processors,

microcomputer-based laboratories, telecommunications package, system modelers, and

simulations packages. An effective tutor can engage the student in learning activities by

asking questions, giving directions, providing clues, and giving feedback.

Programming and practice reprcqent two additional uses of the microcomputer in the

classroom. Not all school districts will choose to acquaint elementary children with a

computer language, but when it is offered, LOGO, or a similar language, should be

used. Drill-and-practice computer programs should be part of an overall instructional

package.

Video Courseware

A technology-oriented classroom can include three types of video presentations- -

sequential, archival, and interactive. Sequential video can present motion segments, still

frames, and time lapse segments to engage the students and dynamically present new

information.

Interactive video gives the students the chance to explore concepts in depth and to

control the learning experience. The students can use two kinds of interactive video--an

archive of still and motion frames and an interactive package that uses motion and still

images. With the archive video, the student is in complete control and can explore the

collection of images while seeking to understand a topic. With interactive instruction,

an intelligent tutor will guide the student through a series of interactions with the video

program. The video segments will be stored on laser-read discs, such as videodiscs and

compact discs, so that retrieval of information is easy and efficient. A microcomputer

will control the presentation.
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Much work has yet to be done on the appropriate use of technologies for instruction,

but we are already learning much about the promise that information technologies

show. A long-term study of the use of new technologies to enhance student

understanding is underway at the Educational Technology Center of the Harvard

Graduate School of Education. The group's Weight/Density and Heatrremperature

projects use a hybrid of direct instruction and episodes of inquiry to explore the use of

computer-implemented interactive models that help students achieve conceptual change

in science. Pre lin- lary findings indicate that the approach helps students advance their

conceptual model of weight and density. The ETC's Nature of Science Project, which

uses software that includes multiple visual representations, has been successful in

increasing ratio and proportional reasoning in upper elementary students who failed

with more traditional methods (Educational Technology Center, 1988).

Time

TIME: STATUS

Teachers and principals report that there is not enough time to teach science and

that teachers lack planning time. Inadequate time is a serious obstacle to

teaching science. K-3 classes devote an average of 19 minutes per day to science

and grades 4-6 devote 38 minutes per day to science. Of this time, lecture and

discussion dominate 74 percent of the time in K-3 and 87 percent in 4-6.

Although teachers and principals believe that "hands-on" approaches promote

effective science teaching, time devoted to this approach is less than one-third

(29 percent) in science classes (Weiss, 1978, 1987; Powell and Bybee, 1988; St.

John, 1987; Johns, 1984; Cawalti and Adkisson, 1985; Mullis and Jenkins, 1988).
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In advocating the new framework, we recognize that science learning will occur in many

different ways -- during laboratories, museum visrs, reading lessons, math lessons, and

writing lessons. As science slips into different di ciplines, the topics in the program are

instructionally integrated, and the students will study science and technology for a larger

percentage of time than in previous prcgrams.

The move toward the basics in education hurt the study of science in the elementary

school by lowering it on the priority scale of disciplines. Like math and reading, science

needs an established place in the curriculum. We recommend integrating disciplines

and incorporating more science. In this way, more time is devoted to science

instruction. This approach will also circumvent the traditional problem that science as a

discipline endures. It is a subject taught at the end of the day, a last priority in a busy

schedule, and often not taught at all (Murnane and Raizen, 1988).

We recommend that teachers in the primary grades spend a minimum of 30 minutes

per day or 21/2 hours per week on science. In the upper elementary grades, teachers

should spend 60 minutes per day or five hours per week on science, allowing 50 pet cent

of this time for experiential learning in the form of laboratories and activities. It should

be noted that, in 1982, the NSTA recommended levels half this high (NSTA, 1982) and

Focus on Excellence currently recommends 100 minutes per week for K-3 and 150

minutes per week for 4-6 (Huff et al., in Penick and Bame, 1988). Given our

integrated approach, we recommend an increased time requirement. Much of our

suggested science time is integrated with other subjects. Activities include reading

science stories, doing arithmetic related to science, and writing about science.

Increased time spent teaching science in elementary schools does not, in itself,

guarantee higher achievement in science, but greater amounts of time spent by students

on active learning does lead to higher achievement (Stallings, 1975), and class time
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devoted to active teaching and learning of relevant skills is a powerful factor influencing

school learning (National Academy of Science, 1985). Like sporting or music skills,

science skills need practice time. It is unrealistic to imagine that 45 minutes a week

can make anyone a competent measurer or scientific problem solver (Hein, 1987). In

addition, learning concepts in depth requires time, so learning opportunities and

curricula should have extended time for exploration and reflection (Newmann, 1988).

Groups

11111111MIP

GROUP WORK: STATUS

Students work alone or listen to the teacher about two-thirds of the time. The best

estimate of group work is based on a review of instructional strategies in

textbooks. Groups of students are not structured as groups for cooperative

learning and the mode of interaction does not simulate scientific collaboration

(Weiss, 1988).

The proposed program assumes a variety of student grouping arrangements and

suggests appropriate teaching strategies for those groupings. For example, suggested

groups might include full-class involvement, small-group cooperative learning, and

individual projects or independent study. Effective groups are designed to address

student interest, management of equipment and lab space, abilities, and t' need for

some random divisions. Grouping should always reflect the best benefit to the learner

and avoid convenience or restrictive groupings that foster bias by gender, culture,

ability, or handicap. Constructing effective learning groups holds great promise for

increasing quality learning time (National Academy of Science, 1985).
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Classroom Management

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT: STATUS

Management of materials and students continues to be a significant barrier to

science teaching in elementary schools. Teachers and principals believe that

active, hands-on instruction is preferred; but, the special materials, equipment,

and especially management of students and materials, is the cited reason such

approaches are not extensively used (Weiss, 1987, 1988; St. John, 1987).

By its nature, the proposed curriculum implies a classroom in which talking, sharing,

and movement are not only acceptable, but necessary. By using p %ups, the teacher can

shift from the role of leader to that of expeditor, facilitator, and co-learner. The

organization of tasks and preparation of materials is increasingly important, because the

teacher is not controlling each action. The responsibility for care of the classroom

materials must shift to the students.

Support from co-workers, principals, and the administration is invaluable to teachers

who use this framework. School personnel must accept noisier conditions. Aides and

research specialists can be of tremendous support to classroom teachers. A school-wide

policy for storage and maintenance of materials will help to alleviate management

problems. There should be a district science coordinator available when a problem

arises with a program, its structure, or its materials.
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THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT: RECOMMENDATIONS

An effective K-6 science program requires a unique educational environment. The

study panel recognized this and made recommendations for facilities and

equipment, instructional materials, instructional technology, time, student groups,

classroom management, and assessment. Some of the specific recommendations

include the following:

Facilities should include appropriate flexibility for hands-on activities,

peer discussion, cooperative learning, and large-group presentations.

Facilities should include outdoor environments, resource people,

museums, nature centers, zoos, industries, and businesses.

Instructional materials should include a variety of resources that support

instruction which uses a hands-on approach.

Technology should be a regular part of the curriculum and instruction.

Computer technology should be used for instructional purposes and for

classroom management.

In the primary grades, children should spend a minimum of five hours a

week on science.
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In the upper elementary grades. teachers should spend a minimum of eight

hours a week on science. Fifty percent of this time should be on hands-on

activities.

Use of computers and cooperative groups will contribute to more efficient

classroom management.

Assessment must be consistent with the goals of the curriculum.

Assessment should include an evaluation of high-order attitudes, and thinking

and problem-solving skills.
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VII. CONCLUSION

The panel's vision foi better elementary science presents a challenge that may be

unparalleled in the history of science education. Never before have we known so much

about how children learn and, consequently, so much about elementary scien,...

curriculum. Happily, we have this knowledge at a time when the citizenry of our

country demand improvements in ' education of our youth.

A variety of people and groups must work together to meet the challenge. The panel's

vision needs teachers who can orchestrate cla srooms for success. These teachers, both

new and experienced, must understand science and technology, see the interrelationship

between the two, and know how to teach science through technologies. It is

insufficient, even harmful, to simply require new and experienced teachers to take

several college level science courses. While science and technology coursewurk is

necessary, the courses must be designed in ways that allow the prospective teachers to

interact with the materials and their colleagues, in a manner similar to what we have

proposed for children. Teachers, like children, must actively construct new conceptual

understandings.

School leaders, especially principals, can play a key role in implementing the

recommendations of this report. Principals are more than building managers. They

serve as instructional leaders who must believe that science and technology are

important for their students and who can lead teachers towaru the vision the report

presents. In addition to leading the teachers, a principal must support them as well.

We cannot expect teachers to implement new elementary science programs without

encouragement and financial support. Moreover, the principal must he pivotal in

enlisting the support and understanding of parents. Informed parents can dern,lid that
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the school district's resources and priorities be aligned in support of the panel's

recommendations.

The panel's vision of the future also needs the support of educational, business, and

government policymakers. There is no question that the recommendations mean that

schools will need money for improving science teaching facilities, and for purchasing

new science curriculum programs and materials. Money must be found to fund

appropriate electronic technologies that will enhance science teaching and learning.

Finally, the cost of supporting the preparation and development of the teachers must be

underwritten.

The panel is asking for dramatic changes, in what science we teach our children and

how it is taught. We hope that you share our vision of the future and that you will

work toward improving elementary science education by implementing the

recommendations contained in this report.
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THE LIFE LAB SCIENCE PROGRAM
Life Lab Science Program, Inc./Addison-Wesley

This is a broad expansion of a program that has had ten years of successful piloting and

tryouts throughout the country, particularly in California. It pi eviously had National

Science Foundation and U.S. Department of Education funding.

This K-6 program functions mostly in a garden. It will expand the proposers' current

life science prograiii into a comprehensive elementary science program. It offers an

explicit plan to involve students in a substantial number of good hands-on experiences

and it offers teachers friendly and manageable materials. The materials for hands-on

work are not only familiar to most teachers, but in terms of their quantities and cost,

are both affordable and manageable.

The Life Lab Science Program integrates conceptual learning and practical applications.

The applications demonstrate to the students how scien,,e relates to their everyday life.

They learn, for example, how their bodies, like plants, need nutrients, which are

available from various sources. They learn this through chemical ereriments with, and

data analysis of, nutrients in soil. A variety of !earnings are derived from this work,

including some relating to ecology, ethical issues, and decision making.

Roberta M. Jaffe and Gary W. Appel, the :,o- Principal Investigators of Life Lab Science

Program, Inc. (a tion-profit organization), will have the support of their own staff and

advisors, schools from around the country, and a major educational publisher. Addison-

Wesley Publishing company will provide strong staff and financial support from

development through dissemination and teacher training, and assures potential for

broad use of this program in our schools.



THE SCIENCE CONNECTION
Houston Museum of Natural Science/Silver, Burden and Ginn

This supplementary program for grades 1-6 is designed to take advantage of an existing

vehicle, the Silver/Burdett basal science textbooks, which are now in broad use, to

improve the quality and quantity of science being taught. The materials described

below will include correlations to those programs.

A Scie,...e Discovery Reader, which is for each grade level, introduces concepts within the

context of the students' experiences. The readers are fun for children to read. Critical

thinking 4uestions throughout these books checks the students' understanding of the

concepts being taught, and the teacher's editions suggest additional activities and

references.

The Science Shoebox Recipe File provides teachers with plans for self-contained, hands-

on activities. The activities coordinate with the plc,, and action of stories in the Science

Discovery Reader.

The Science Extension relates the concepts developed in the basal textbook series and in

the Science Discovery Reader to other school oisciplines and to the students' out-ot-

school environment.

Anelary audio and video tapes are also available.

Carolyn Sumners and Terry Contant, the Principal Investigators, have the support of

their own institution, the Houston Museum of Natural Science, plus an array of

university and school advisors and a major educational publisher. Silver Burdett, and
Ginn publishing company provides financial support and a strong stall no

development through dissemination and teacher training, and assures potential for

broad use of this program in our schools.
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SUPER SCIENCE: A MASS MEDIA PROGRAM
Scholastics, Inc.

The Scholastic, Inc. project, Super Science: A Mass Media Program, has launched two

classroom science magazines, one for grades 1-3, another for grades 4-6, with a

companion series of computer-disk materials. They stress hands-on and inquiry

activities that mix science with reading, math and social studies. The science-and-

technology skills and know-how that students will need as consumers, workers, and

citizens are important to the development of the project. The magazines have teachers'

guides and a special periodical for early grade teachers.

The project's staff used a three-part, team support effort to develop Super Science.

First, a panel of leaders in science education has served as advisors and consultants.

They ensure the pedagogical soundness of the program. Second, administrators and

teachers in nine ethnically diverse districts nationwide have helped formulate the scope

and sequence plan for the magazines and software and have tested for class practicality.

Third, The Triangle Coalition for Science and Technology Education will invest inexcess

of $5.2 million during the four-year development phase and will continue the activities

in subsequent years.

i ij 3



FULL OPTION SCIENCE SYSTEM (FOSS)
Lawrence Hall of Science/Ohaus Scale Corporation

The Center for Multisensory Learning of the Lawrence Hall of Science, with this Full

Option Science System (FOSS), provides, for graues 3-6 a collection of multisensory,

laboratory-based science activities. Some of these will be products of new utvelopmer

and some will be from the 1986 FOSS pilot project, which received National Science

Foundation funding.

The FOSS project will produce five products that will be developed with the

cooperation of Ohaus Scale Corporation, who will bring the FOSS project to the

market after the third project year. The products will include 16 modules of laboratory

activities; a materials assembly procedure document, which should hell) teachers gather

equipment for the activities; a set of correlation tables that will assist with textbooks,

with other hands-on resources and with the integration of FOSS activities into a

particular framework; laboratory equipment; and worksheets and instruction sheets.

Lawrence P. Lowery, the Principal Investigator, will have the support of his Lawrence

Hall of Science staff, and will work closely with local ,,t.hool districts and with the

nationally established Ohaus Scale Corporation.



NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS NETWORK PROJECT
Technical Education Research Centers, Inc.

The National Geographic Kids Network Project is a series of exciting. flexible

elementary science units that feature cooperative experiments in which students in

grades 4-6 share data nationwide through the use of telecommunications. Topics will

involve the students in issues of real scientific, social, and geographic significance. The

',etwork project combines basic content from typical school curricula with guided

inquiry learning. Kids Network can he used to supplement textbooks and existing

materials or to form complete, year-long science courses.

Technical Education Research Centers are producing six units and software for sending,

processing, and displaying data. The National Geographic Society is helping to develop

at least four additional units as well as publish all the materials. Materials and

telecommunications are being designed for practical use. The telecommunications will

he software controlled for ease of use and reliability.

The National Geographic Society and a network of professional organizations, state

education agencies, and museums will widely disseminate information about the

program. Local support and technical assistance is being generated through industry

members of the Triangle Coalition for Science and Technology Education, school

hoards, and community groups.



SCIENCE FOR LIFE AND LIVING:
INTEGRATING SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND HEALTII

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company

Science for Life and Living is a comprehensive K-6 curriculum that focuses on science

as a way of knowing, technology as a way of doing, and health as a way of behaving.

Such a focus makes the study of science relevant to the personal and social issues that

affect everyone's daily life. Ills program incorporates a contemporary instructional

model, engaging hands-on activities, cooperative learning, and a strong emphasis on oral
and written communication. The complete program will he available in No' ember 1990

from Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company. Science Kit, Inc. will supply the hands-on

materials for each grade level of the program.

This curriculum encourages children and teachers to use a variety of methods as they

construct their own understanding of the world. The program concentrates on a few
major concepts and skills that are common to th, three disciplines of science,

technology, and health. By focusing on depth rather than breadth of knowledge, the

students are allowed the time and opportunities they need to develop a richer and

more meaningful interpretation of the world.

The project will produce a teacher's edition and student's text for each grade leel, an

implementation guide, and supplemental materials designed to help busy teachers

incorporate science studies into the other basic subjects 01 eading, writing, and

mathematics. Supportcis of the BSCS project include the National Science Foundation,

IBM Corporation, Gates Foundation of Colorado, and Adolph Coors Foundation of
Colorado,



IMPROVING URBAN ELEMENTARY SCIENCE:
A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH

Education Development Center, Inc.

This pi-eject will undertake the design of a program to improve students' abilities to

think critically, use language, and solve problems. This science program is specifically

aimed at urban systems, which face unique and complex problems. Cleveland and San

Francisco al.e collaborating in the development effort. Los Ante :les, Pittsburgh,

Philadelphia, and Boston will provide input and feedback, to ensure that the program

meets the needs of a number of urban systems operating under a variety of state and

local mandates.

The project will involve teacher development teams in the design of 24-36 activity-based

modules for grades K-6. The project is trying to balance life, physical, and earth

sciences and tie the experimental base to the urban setting where appropriate. The

new modules will be informed by teacher's reviews of existing materials; and they will

integrate science with the rest of the elementary curriculum, particularly language arts

and ;mathematics.

Boston College Center for the Study of Testing, Ev-iluation, and Educational Policy is

serving as the outside evaluator.
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CONSERVATION FOR CHILDREN. A practical, economical
program to increase conservatior awareness, understanding,
and action of elementary 'school children through a variety of
basic skill activities.

Audience Approved by JDRP for children in grades 1-6.

Description Through a variety of basic skill a:tivities intended for use in the classroom,
Conservation for Children teaches about the interdependence of plants and animals, requirements of
life, energy sources and use, pollution problems, recycling, and other conservation concepts based on
scientific principles. The grade level cons. rvation guides provide instructional materials which
combine basic skill practice in the areas of language arts, math, social studies and science with a
conservation concept. Program materials are used to supplement or replace presently used sk4;
materials, so that no additional preparation time or equipmen, is needed. Teachers can use the
materials as a primary resource for teaching basic skills, as supplementary materials to a core program,
as enrichment activities, skill review, or as independent units of study. No change in sta''ing, physical
setting, equipment, or instructional methodology is required. Criterion-referenced tests allow
teachers to detern-sine which materials are appropriate for individual students LI groups. Special
education teachers have found the materials valuab.e for use with their students due to the high
interest level of tne worksheets and the choice of ability levels and basic skill concepts.

Evaluation data confirms that students using the materials for a minimum of 30 minutes per week
master 80% of the learning objectives. In addition, 75% nf the parents of 2,000 students in the
evaluation study responded in writing that they had observed their children implementing
conservation practices at home which they had never seen before the children used the program
materials

Requirements The program may be used in any type of facility or setting and does not rely on
any particular methodology or teaching style. The program is designed for use in the classroom and does
not require any materials or equipment that are not normally found in any school. The curriculum guides
may be reproduced in whole or in part with the permission of the authors. Inservice training as to im-
plementation and material usage is minimal, usually two hours. The program requires no staffing changes
as the classroom teacher continues to provide instruction.

Const- ation for Children materials include six grade-level curriculum guides and one all-levels guide
(activities, resources). After the initial purchase of the guides, $25 per grade level or $165 for the complete
program, there are no ongoing costs fur personnel, materials, or inservice training. A per pupil cost for
installation is only $.70. There are no recurring costs.

Services Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at the project site any
time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs for travel
expenses to be negotiated).

Contact Marilyn Bodourian, Project Director, Conservation for Children, John Muir Elementary
School, 6560 Hanover Drive, San Jose, CA 95129. (408) 725-8375.

Developmental Funding ESEA, title IVC



HANDS-ON ELEMENTARY SCIENCE. An instructional program intended to provide
elementary students with hands -on instruction emphasizing the processes of science.

Auaience Approved by JDRP for students, grades 1-5.

Description The Hands-On Elementary Scienc provides elementary students with instruction
that emphasizes the development of science processes as an approach to problem solving. In fostering
positive teacher attitudes toward teaching science, it increased both the amount of science taught and
the proportion of instruction dedicated to the pros. -sses of science. The curriculum employs a set of
higher order of processes at each grade level consisting of three basic units. The units consist of lessons
concerning a unifying topic. The topic is bated upon the skills identified for that grade level. First grade
students work primarily on observation in the three units of seeds, patterns and "magnetism." Second
grade emphasizes classification skills through the study of insects, sink or float, and measurement. In
the third grade, experimentation skills are developed by units on flight, measuring and plants. Fourth
grade focuses on analysis in units on bio-communities, electricity and chemistry. The fifth grade
curriculum emphasizes application and consists of units on earth science, soil analysis and small
animals. Since this is not a text program, all lessons are based upon hands-on activities suj orted and
defined by curriculum guides at each grade level. They provide a sequence of basic lessons and
incorporate all necessary materials to support the program lessons. A unique feature of the program is
an optional package of materials students may request to work on over the summer.

Requirements The Hands-On Elementary Science program is transportable to other sites where a
commitment exists for hands-on science instruction. Adoption of this program requires at least a half
year planning and preparation followed by a staff development program. Teacher preparation consists
of two days training prior to the implementation of the program followed by at lez.st two followup
workshops to resolve problems of implementation. Materials required include both a curriculum
guide and a kit of materials of the appropriate grade level for each teacher and copies of the volun,ary
summer program for dissemination to interested students.

The cost of the program in the installation year is appr imately $27 per student, assumi.ig 25 students
per class in a school of 800 students and 1,ith the training involving 20 teachers at a grade level. Subse-
quent year costs to maintain the program through the replacement of consumable sJpplies ,-qual $1.50
per student. Teacher guides are available tur $10 each and kits are available from a national vendor at
costs ranging from $400 to $600 depending upon the grade level.

Services Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome by appointment at
project site and additional sites in home state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state
awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is available at project site and also at adopter site
(c-ists to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs :o be
negotiated).

Contact Dr. Dean A. Wood, Hands-On Elementary Science, Education Department, Hood College,
Frederick, Maryland 21701, (30 ?) 663-3131 (Ext. 205 or 350).

Developmental Funding. Federal, State and Local



LIFE LAB SCIENCE PROGRAM. An applied science program
emphasizing a hands-on "living laboratory" approach to ele-
mentary science education.

Audience Approved by JDRP for elementary students, grades 2-6.

Description The Life Lab Science program strives to ensure students' future interests and success
in science by improving student attitudes toward the study of science, and increasing students' level of
knowledge and skill acquisition in science. The instructional approach is a cornbinatic n of indoor and
outdoor hands-on science activities with the key component being the garden lab (e.g. indoor grow
box, greenhouse, planter boxes, vegetable beds, etc.). Students and teachers collaborate to tra'sform
their school grounds and/or classrooms into thriving garden laboratories for the study of scientific
processes. In this setting students conduct experiments using the scientific method. They observe,
collect and analyze data, establish worm colonies, raise vegetables, herbs and flowers, and have
responsibility for maintaining their living laboratory. A structured course of study is followed in
science, nutrition and gardening. Instructional time varies from two to four hours per week. Teachers
are responsible for all classroom instruction and use The Growing Classroom, a three volume
curriculum guide, for the bulk of their science lessons.

Requirements The critical learner setting is the "living laboratory" whether an indoor grow box,
containers adjacent to the classroom, a greenhouse or a three ac re school farm such, all elements of
the program are transportable. the primary curriculum guide is The Growing, Clawoorri, which contains
three volumesScience, Nutrition and Gardening and is 0...c ompanied by a sc.,pe zrid sequence outline.
No textbooks are required, ho.vever, gardening tools are needed Learning matei la's are predominantly
household items Prior to implementation, the nrogram has a two-day workshop at the school site or at
project site that prepares teachers for using the program. teaching techniques and the "living laboratory"
approach. Following the initial training, staff development and program implementation be«,me tie
responsibility of a Lead Teacher in each school. Advance training is available for Lead Teachers and
technical assistance will continue to be provided throughout the installation year. Adopters of th.. Life Lab
Science Program typically generate a great deal of community support and resourc es. Cultivating the
community is an important requirement of a successful adoption.

The adopter is responsible for travel and uer diem costs. Trainer fees are to be negotiated.
Implementation cost , vary by site and the extent of "living laboratory" development A set of The Growing
Classroom curriculum must be purchased for ea( h implementing c lassroom tear her at $40 per set

Services Awareness materials are avilable at no cost. Visitors are welcome by appointment at
project site and additional sites in home state and out-of-state. Pro)e( t staff are available to attend
out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be ncgotiated). Training is conducted either at project site or
adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Follow-up technical assistance is also available.

Contact Lisa Glick/Gary Appel, life Lab Science Program, 809 Bay Avenue, Suite H, Capitol,, CA
95010, (408)476-7140, Ext. 223.

Developmental Funding ESEA, Title IV-C; Pa( kard Foundation,
Cahfornia State Department of Eau( ation, National Sc len( f' F o u nclation



MARINE SCIENCE PROJECT: FOR SEA. Comprehensive, activity-
oriented marine science curriculum which teaches basic science
skills and knowledge on or away from the coast.

Audience Approved by JDRP for all students, grades 2.4,6.7-8 and 9-12.

spix-:=,

Description By the year 2000, three out of four Americans will liv e within an hour's drive of the sea
or Great Lakes coasts. The impact on these coastal waters will be severe The nationally validated
curriculum materials of Marine Science Project: FOR SEA are designed to equip students with
information necessary to protect and maintain the world of water.

FOR SEA provides comprehensive, activity-oriented. marine education curriculum to be used in
addition to or in lieu of an existing science program. Curriculum guides for each of the grade levels
contain teacher background for each activity, student activity and text pages, answer keys for student
activities, a listing of vocabulary words for each unit, and a selected bibliography of children's literature of
the sea and information books of the sea

The Marine Science Project: FOR SEA is documented effective in teaching bas. science skills and
knowledge as measured by the CTB Mc Craw -Hill CTBS Sc ienc e Test and bs proles t-des eloped tests. The
magic draw of water pro,,ides incentive to teach and le.-n sc ienc e

Requirements The Marine Science Project. FOR SEA is designed to be implemented in
classrooms at a room, grade. school. or district-wide level. f ight hours of insers ice trainmg provide
implementing classroom teachers with an overview of the prow( t. text implementation procedures,
and activities designed to familiarize them with the materials. A copy of the appropriate grade level
curric ulum guide must be pure hased for each implenwnting classroom tea( her at S >5 per guide
Student text materials in the guide are designed .s be reproduced by the adopting sites. Hands -on
materials are generally found in the school setting or are readil} available at local grocery or variety
stores. The startup «)sts vary bs site

Services Awareness brochures and samplers of curriculum .re available. Project state are available
to attend out-of-state awareness sessions, with negotiable costsharing Inservice training is provided to auopter
site, again with costsharing negotiable. Follow up services are provided by me project in appropriate cost-
effective ways, including telephone, ma:I cassette tape, and visits.

Contact Laurie Dumdie, Demonstrator/Trainer, Ai:arine Science Center, 17771 Fjord Drive N.E.,
Poukbo, WA 98370. (206) 779-5549.

Developmental Funding E'fA, title IV ( ti 3



STARWALK. A comprehensive earth/space science program for elementary students.

Audience Approved by IDRP or grades 3 & 5. The program has also been used in other grades.

Description Project STARWALK provides differentiated instruction in earth/space concepts
which accommJclate various developmental levels. Students receive a series of lessons structured
around three visits to a planetarium to prepare them for th,-.i activities at the planetarium and to
consolidate and further the learning after the visit. Planetarium handbooks and teaching packets
provide the instructional materials for these lessons. Classroom teachers participate in the activities
along with their students. Students in grade 3 are introduced to the Milky Way and the concept of time.
Studer.; in grade 5 stu.'y the planets aid the solar system configurations, and seasons around the
world. Inservice orientation and technical assistance are available as well as a management system for
scheduling of students, equipment or service purchase, and dissemination and evaluation.

Requirements The availability of a planetarium model in a laboratory or classroom is a

component of this program. ihe program should be implemented on a district-wide basis on the
elementary level because lessons on each grade avel are sequential. A science teacher or other staff
member can be trained to carry out the program. There is a minimal amount of instructional material
needed.

Evaluation kits are $25 each. Two are available, one for third grade and one for fifth grade. They include
50 student scan sheets, student response summaries for pre- and posttests, classroom means for pre- and
posttests, and statistical report of student growth for pre- and posttests. Cost of the instructional, manage-
ment, and training material; packet is $25 per packet. Teacher guides from the packet may be duplicated
for participating teachers at an adoption site. Per pupil cost per year is dependent upon costs for student
transportation, planetarium utilization fees, supplies, and indirect costs.

Services Awareness materials are available at no cost. Developer is available to attend out-of-state
awareness meetings costs to be negotiated). Vritors are welcome at project ;ite during school year by
appointment. Training is conducted at adopter or project site (training no cost at project site, adopter
pzys own expenses, training no cost at adopter site, adopter pays developer's expense). Training is
conducted at adopter site during school year by appointment. Implementation/followup services are
available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

Contact Mr. Bob Riddle, Project STARWALK, Lakeview Museum Planetarium, 11?5 W Lake
Avenue, Peoria, 111;nois 61614. (309) 686-NOVA.

Developmental Funding. ESEA, Title IV-C, State and Local
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The National Center for Improving Science Education,
funded by the U.S. Department of Education's Office of
Educational Research and Imps Dvement, is a partnership
of The NETWORK, Inc. and the Bio!ogical Sciences
Curriculum Study (BSCS). Its mission is to promote
changes in state and local policies and practice.; in science
curriculum, science teaching, and the assessment of
student learning in science. To do so, the Center synthesizes
and translates recent and forthcoming studies and reports
in order to develop practical resources for policymakers
and practitioners. Bridging the gap between research,
practice, and policy, the Center's work promotes
cooperation and collaboration among organizations, insti-
tutions, and individuals committed to the improvement
of science education.
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